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 1 THE CLERK:   Calling Civil Case 09-2292,

 2 Kristine Perry, et al., versus Arnold Schwarzeneg ger, et al.

 3 State your appearances for the plaintiffs, please .

 4 MR. OLSON:   Good morning, your Honor.

 5 Theodore Olson, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, for the plaintiffs.

 6 Thank you.

 7 THE COURT:  Good morning, Mr. Olson.

 8 MR. BOUTROUS:  Good morning, your Honor.

 9 Theodore Boutrous, for the plaintiffs. 

10 THE COURT:  Mr. Boutrous, good morning.

11 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Good morning, your Honor.

12 Christopher Dusseault, of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher , also for the

13 plaintiffs.

14 THE COURT:  Good morning.

15 MR. MC GILL:   Good morning, your Honor.

16 Matthew McGill, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, for the plaintiffs.  

17 THE COURT:  Good morning.

18 MR. TAYRANI:   Good morning, your Honor.

19 Amir Tayrani, for the plaintiffs.

20 THE COURT:  Good morning.

21 MR. GOLDMAN:  Good morning, your Honor.

22 Jeremy Goldman, from Boies, Schiller & Flexner, f or the

23 plaintiffs.

24 THE COURT:  Mr. Goldman.

25 MR. UNO:   Good morning, your Honor.  Theodore Uno,
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 1 Boies, Schiller & Flexner, for the plaintiffs.

 2 MS. STEWART:  Good morning, your Honor.

 3 Therese Stewart, for the plaintiff, City and Coun ty of

 4 San Francisco.

 5 THE COURT:  Ms. Stewart, good morning.

 6 MR. CHOU:  Danny Chou, for the City and County of

 7 San Francisco.  Danny Chou.

 8 THE COURT:  Mr. Chou, good morning.

 9 MR. COOPER:  Good morning, Chief Judge Walker.

10 Chuck Cooper, for the Defendant-Intervenors.  Tha nk you.

11 THE COURT:  Mr. Cooper, good morning.

12 MR. NIELSON:   Good morning, Chief Judge Walker.

13 Howard Nielson, also of Cooper & Kirk, for the

14 Defendant-Intervenors.

15 THE COURT:  Mr. Nielson.

16 MR. PATTERSON:  Good morning, Chief Judge Walker.

17 Pete Patterson, also from Cooper & Kirk, for the

18 Defendant-Intervenors.  

19 MR. STROUD:  Good morning, your Honor.

20 Andrew Stroud, Mennemeier, Glassman & Stroud, on behalf of

21 Governor Schwarzenegger and the Administration de fendants.

22 THE COURT:  Good morning.

23 MR. STROUD:  Good morning.

24 MR. RAUM:  Good morning, your Honor.  Brian Raum,

25 Alliance Defense Fund, for the Defendant-Interven ors.
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 1 THE COURT:  Mr. Raum, good morning.

 2 MR. CAMPBELL:  Good morning, your Honor.

 3 James Campbell, with the Alliance Defense Fund, o n behalf of

 4 the Defendant-Intervenors.

 5 THE COURT:  Good morning.

 6 Anybody else?

 7 MR. KOLM:   Good morning, your Honor.  Claude Kolm,

 8 from the Alameda County Counsel's office, for Def endant Alameda

 9 County Clerk-Recorder.

10 THE COURT:  Good morning.

11 MS. PACHTER:  Good morning, your Honor.

12 Tamar Pachter, for the California Attorney Genera l.

13 THE COURT:  Good morning.

14 MR. BURNS:   Good morning, your Honor.  Gordon Burns,

15 for the California Attorney General.

16 THE COURT:  Very well.  Good morning.  I believe

17 that's all.

18 All right.  Well, Mr. Cooper, it's your motion th at I

19 think we're going to spend most of the time on.

20 We have a couple of items that are before us.  We

21 have a motion for summary judgment that the propo nents have

22 filed.

23 We have also a motion to stay which has not been

24 fully briefed, as I understand it; and furthermor e, that may

25 possibly be mooted by a ruling on the motion for summary
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 1 judgment.  So it would be my inclination to postp one hearing

 2 the motion to stay until we work through the moti on for summary

 3 judgment.

 4 And so, unless counsel have some other plan or ne ed

 5 that they feel that the proper management of the case demands,

 6 I would suggest we proceed immediately to the mot ion for

 7 summary judgment.  How does that sound to you, Mr . Cooper?

 8 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, that suits me just fine.

 9 Thank you very much.

10 THE COURT:  And you, Mr. Olson?

11 MR. OLSON:   Thank you, your Honor.  That's fine with

12 us.

13 THE COURT:  All right.  Fine.

14 Now, let's begin.  If you don't mind, before you get

15 into your argument, talk a little bit about civil  procedure;

16 the subject that is of some interest to me, at le ast.

17 As I understand the five grounds that you have

18 asserted in support of your motion for summary ju dgment, there

19 is only one -- the first ground, the Baker v. Nelson  ground --

20 that would dispose of the case in its entirety.

21 MR. COOPER:  Yes, your Honor.

22 THE COURT:  Is that correct?

23 MR. COOPER:  That is correct, except to the extent

24 that the Court would agree with our submission th at the facts

25 relevant to the various issues before you are leg islative
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 1 facts, as we've submitted before, and that they d on't require a

 2 trial in order for you to fully master -- fully m aster the

 3 relevant factual information to render your decis ions.  That

 4 would be the only other scenario I can think of i n which a

 5 summary judgment would be appropriate.  

 6 And, in fact, that is the procedure that, as we'v e

 7 noted before, all the other same-sex-marriage cas es have

 8 essentially followed; but as a matter of law, the  only case I

 9 have that -- that takes care of everything, in my  opinion, is

10 Baker against Nelson , yes, sir.

11 THE COURT:  All right.  The others are essentially

12 motions for partial summary judgment, having to d o with the

13 standard of review, or perhaps one of your ground s is to

14 eliminate the Due Process claim, which would be o ne of the

15 plaintiffs' claims, and so forth; but essentially , four out of

16 the five grounds should be analyzed under Rule 54 (b) rather

17 than summary judgment on the entire case.

18 MR. COOPER:  That's right, your Honor.  And I should

19 only add that one of our purposes, as we mentione d from the

20 outset, was to submit to the Court partial motion s on -- on

21 discrete legal issues that we thought might skinn y down the

22 discovery, and skinny down this trial.

23 THE COURT:  All right.

24 MR. COOPER:  So that is the purpose of those other --

25 THE COURT:  Sure.  Well, that's a perfectly
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 1 reasonable approach.  And -- and I fully understa nd that.

 2 So why don't we bite off the big one first, and t alk

 3 about Baker versus Nelson ?

 4 MR. COOPER:  Very well, your Honor.  If the Court

 5 please, however, I'd like to place the -- our arg uments under

 6 Baker against Nelson  and the other ones in a perspective here;

 7 kind of an introductory perspective.

 8 The purpose of Proposition 8, according to the

 9 California Supreme Court in the  Strauss  case, your Honor -- and

10 these are its words -- was simply to restore the traditional

11 definition of marriage, referring to a union of a  man and a

12 woman.

13 So the voters, last November in California, elect ed

14 to restore the definition of marriage that had pr evailed not

15 only in the State of California since it became a  state, but

16 had prevailed in every civilized society througho ut the ages.

17 And the traditional definition of marriage still prevails,

18 your Honor, everywhere in the world, with the exc eption of five

19 American states and seven foreign countries.

20 Now, plaintiffs' constitutional challenge to

21 Proposition 8 is founded, in large part, on their  claim that

22 the traditional opposite-sex definition of marria ge serves no

23 legitimate societal purpose; that is to say the o pposite-sex

24 definition of marriage that has been adopted by a ll societies

25 in all places at all times in recorded history ha s been adopted
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 1 for no good societal reason.

 2 Now, your Honor, the plaintiffs go even farther,

 3 because they say that the opposite-sex definition  -- the

 4 traditional definition of marriage -- is so irrat ional, so

 5 utterly baseless, that it can only be explained o n grounds of

 6 naked animus to gays and lesbians:  antipathy.

 7 Mr. Boies has put it, too, discussing this very c ase,

 8 in these terms; that marriage is nothing more tha n the residue

 9 of centuries of figurative and literal gay bashin g.

10 Now, your Honor, this claim we resist and we reje ct.

11 It condemns as bigoted most Californians; the vas t majority of

12 all Americans, including, for example, President Obama; large

13 majorities in both houses of Congress -- at least , the Congress

14 that passed DOMA; a large majority of every state  and federal

15 judge that has examined the issues that are now b efore you.

16 By our count, 70 of 108 judges -- state and

17 federal -- have concluded that marriage is, indee d, supported

18 by a rational justification, and they either did uphold it, or

19 they would have upheld it.  

20 Justice O'Connor, in her concurring opinion, in

21 Lawrence , said that preserving traditional marriage is

22 supported by legitimate state interests other tha n moral

23 disapproval of gays; but, your Honor, I think the  point that

24 I'm trying to make here is best put by the New Yo rk Court of

25 Appeals in the  Robles  case, when they said this, very
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 1 efficiently.

 2 Until a few decades ago, it was an

 3 accepted truth for almost everyone who ever

 4 lived in any society in which marriage

 5 existed that there could be no -- marriages

 6 only between participants of different sex.

 7 A court should not lightly conclude that everyone  who

 8 held this belief was irrational ignorant or bigot ed.

 9 Your Honor, this case -- at the heart of it are t wo

10 competing conceptions of the institution of marri age, and of

11 its central purpose.

12 We say that the central and defining purpose of

13 marriage is to channel naturally procreative sexu al activity

14 between men and women into stable, enduring union s for the sake

15 of begetting, nurturing, and raising the next gen eration.

16 Plaintiffs say that the central and the

17 constitutionally mandated purpose of marriage is simply to

18 provide formal government recognition to loving, committed

19 relationships.  And, in keeping with that purpose , the

20 plaintiffs say that they have a fundamental const itutional

21 right to marry the person of their choice; to mar ry the person

22 that they love.

23 Now, there are several implications that I want t o

24 draw out at the outset of the Court's considerati on here for

25 acceptance of that conception of the institution,  and of its
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 1 defining purpose.

 2 The first one is simply this.  We submitted -- th is

 3 is really difficult to think and to imagine what general

 4 governmental interest the state has in recognizin g and

 5 regulating all committed loving relationships.

 6 The second point is this.  There are a host of

 7 personal -- uniquely idiosyncratic, sometimes -- reasons and

 8 motivations for people to get married.  Love and commitment is,

 9 to be sure, common and perhaps hopefully most com mon, but it's

10 not the only motivation for people to get married .

11 And the -- and the state certainly doesn't -- and

12 it's impossible to imagine how it could -- restri ct marriage to

13 people who are loving, committed couples.  And so , your Honor,

14 the underinclusiveness --

15 THE COURT:  I suppose also the state could not

16 require that, could they?

17 MR. COOPER:  No, that's -- they could not.  And so

18 the underinclusiveness problem --

19 THE COURT:  Well --

20 MR. COOPER:  -- that my friends claim --

21 THE COURT:  Underinclusive?

22 MR. COOPER:  I'm sorry?

23 THE COURT:  Underinclusiveness?

24 MR. COOPER:  The plaintiffs challenge our conception,

25 our procreation-based definition and conception o f marriage as
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 1 being fatally underinclusive, your Honor, because  it is not

 2 confined to people who intend to or are able to p rocreate.

 3 THE COURT:  Well, the last marriage that I performed,

 4 Mr. Cooper, involved a groom who was 95 and the b ride was 83.

 5 I did not demand that they prove that they intend ed to engage

 6 in procreative activity.

 7 Now, was I missing something?

 8 MR. COOPER:  No, your Honor, you weren't.  Of course,

 9 you didn't.

10 THE COURT:  And I might say it was a very happy

11 relationship.

12 MR. COOPER:  I'm very -- I rejoice to hear that,

13 your Honor.

14 Our point is the institution of marriage, like ot her

15 institutions that states establish, that governme nts establish

16 and they bring into being to serve certain import ant societal

17 interests --

18 THE COURT:  Well, apropos that, what is the

19 difference, from the point of view of the state, between an

20 opposite-sex marriage and a same-sex marriage?  F rom the

21 state's point of view, how are they different?

22 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, they're different in one

23 fundamental respect, with respect to this purpose , this -- the

24 central purposes that we cite to you for the inst itution of

25 marriage:  it's simple biological reality that sa me-sex couples
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 1 do not naturally procreate.  Opposite-sex couples  -- that is

 2 the -- the natural outcome of sexual activity bet ween

 3 opposite-sex couples.

 4 THE COURT:  Well, fair enough; but procreation

 5 doesn't require marriage.

 6 MR. COOPER:  No.  No, your Honor, it doesn't; but the

 7 state's purpose --

 8 THE COURT:  And I think I -- I don't want to base any

 9 decisions on what I hear on the radio coming to C ourt in the

10 morning, but there was some statistic that 40 per cent -- can

11 this be right? -- 40 percent of female pregnancie s in the

12 United States are to unwed females?  Is that -- i s that right?

13 MR. COOPER:  I've -- I would not be surprised.  I

14 can't confirm it myself, your Honor, but I've hea rd similar

15 depressing statistics such as that.  And so, yes -- no, the

16 state doesn't require people to get married in or der to

17 procreate or to have sexual activity.

18 It doesn't prohibit sexual activity among people who

19 are not married, but it definitely attempts to di scourage it

20 through -- and especially to discourage sexual ac tivity outside

21 of the marriage union.  That's the purpose of the  fidelity

22 requirement in the state statute, the pledge of f idelity that

23 civil marriage places on -- on both parties to th e marriage;

24 but my -- but my central point here, your Honor - - the

25 difference -- the key difference -- is that the s tate has vital
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 1 interests in the procreative -- naturally procrea tive activity

 2 of opposite-sex couples.  It has vital interests to encourage

 3 it, to promote it, and to provide benefits to it.   That has

 4 been the purpose of marriage through the ages.

 5 And its purpose is related to two central concern s;

 6 concerns that are the state's, in a defensive sen se, and that

 7 are concerns of the state about its citizenry.

 8 The first concern is its own vital interest --

 9 existential interest -- in perpetuating society.  Without the

10 procreative activity of opposite-sex couples, as every

11 Supreme Court on marriage has said, the existence  of and

12 survival of society would be threatened; but equa lly important,

13 your Honor, is this notion of responsible procrea tion.  That is

14 the closely related interest in ensuring or at le ast promoting

15 and encouraging that children are raised in stabl e, lasting

16 environments by the couple who brought them into the world.

17 That is -- that is both a defensive interest, as I say, so that

18 the state itself does not have to endure the burd ens of raising

19 that child, either through the kind of public ass istance that

20 often -- almost always accompanies the depressing  statistic

21 that the Court referenced earlier, or through oth er means by

22 which the body politic ultimately has to take res ponsibility or

23 shoulder some burdens in connection with the rais ing of

24 children, when their natural parents -- the peopl e who brought

25 them into the world -- don't take that responsibi lity properly.
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 1 This is what Congress said, your Honor.  This is what

 2 Congress said in passing DOMA.

 3 THE COURT:  Well --

 4 MR. COOPER:  At bottom, civil society has an interest

 5 in maintaining and protecting the institution of heterosexual

 6 marriage because it has a deep and abiding intere st in

 7 encouraging responsible procreation and child rea ring.  That

 8 was Congress' judgment in DOMA.

 9 It plainly is a rational interest on the part of

10 society; we would say, indeed, a vital interest o n the part of

11 society.

12 And the Court referenced a vivid reason why that is

13 so and -- with the statistic you reference about the

14 phenomenon -- the unfortunate phenomenon of many children

15 growing up in this country without both of their parents to

16 nurture them.

17 THE COURT:  Well, let's assume I agree with you that

18 that's an unfortunate phenomenon; but how does th at convert to

19 a constitutional standard?

20 It may be unfortunate.  It may be unwise.  It mig ht

21 not be desirable from a societal point of view, b ut how does

22 that convert to a prohibition to people who do ha ve all of the

23 essential incidents of the marital relationship?  How does that

24 justify precluding them from the marriage estate?

25 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, that gets to the heart of
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 1 what is a real, fundamental disagreement with my side and

 2 Mr. Olson's side about the nature of the Equal Pr otection

 3 analysis before the Court; the nature of rational  basis review,

 4 which, as you know -- as we submit -- is the gove rning

 5 standard.  And I will come back in due time, I ho pe, to why we

 6 think the Court is bound by -- by that standard; but,

 7 your Honor, to -- to just go back quickly, and br ing into

 8 hopefully a clearer focus my point about the stat e's interests

 9 -- its legitimate interests in responsible procre ation, it's

10 not just to ensure that the child is brought up b y its natural

11 parents.  It's, again, to ensure that the state d oesn't have to

12 suffer the additional and shoulder the additional

13 responsibilities that would naturally and inevita bly devolve

14 upon it for the nurturing of this child in the ab sence of its

15 natural parents taking responsibility to do that.

16 President Obama's Father's Day speech just this p ast

17 Father's Day is a vivid statement for -- for why this is so,

18 and why this -- and why society -- the government  -- has a

19 crucial interest in promoting these stable, endur ing,

20 heterosexual relationships as marriages; why it h as that

21 interest.

22 THE COURT:  This is all very interesting, but let

23 come down out of the mountain for a moment, and t alk about a

24 little law, and get back to Baker versus Nelson .

25 And in that connection, I'm just reading again --
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 1 rereading again this morning Justice O'Connor's o pinion in

 2 Turner versus Safely , which I'm sure you're familiar with.

 3 That's the prison-marriage case.

 4 MR. COOPER:  Yes, your Honor.

 5 THE COURT:  1987, I believe; a decision in the

 6 Supreme Court.  Yes.  '87.

 7 Justice O'Connor wrote,

 8 The right to marry, like many other

 9 rights, is subject to substantial

10 restrictions as a result of incarceration.

11 Many important attributes of marriage

12 remain, however, after taking into account

13 the limitations imposed by prison life.

14 First, inmate marriages, like others, are

15 expressions of emotional support and public

16 commitment.  These elements are an

17 important and significant aspect of the

18 marital relationship.  In addition, many

19 religions recognize marriage as having

20 spiritual significance for some inmates and

21 their spouses.  Therefore, the commitment

22 of marriage may be an exercise of religious

23 faith as well as an expression of personal

24 dedication.  Third, most inmates eventually

25 will be released by parole or commutation,
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 1 and therefore, most inmate marriages are

 2 formed in the expectation that they will

 3 ultimately be fully consummated.  Finally,

 4 marital status often is a precondition to

 5 the receipt of government benefits, and so

 6 forth.

 7 These incidents of marriage, like the religious a nd

 8 personal aspects of the marriage commitment, are unaffected by

 9 the fact of confinement or the pursuit of legitim ate

10 correctional goals.  There's nothing in there abo ut

11 procreation.

12 MR. COOPER:  Well --

13 THE COURT:  That -- that was an essential element of

14 permitting the individuals in that case to marry.

15 And what of those elements that Justice O'Connor

16 identified would not apply equally to a same-sex marriage?

17 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, I disagree with the

18 proposition that none of those elements made refe rence to -- a

19 necessary reference to the procreative element of  marriage.

20 Justice O'Connor recognized that in most -- even

21 inmate -- marriages, the conjugal element of marr iage,

22 consummating that marriage -- that the naturally procreative

23 element of that marriage was an expectation of ta king place,

24 even with respect to inmates who are confined.

25 In that respect, there --
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 1 THE COURT:  But the marriage wasn't delayed until

 2 that event.

 3 MR. COOPER:  No, your Honor.  No.  And we don't pass

 4 perfectly -- we don't ask couples to delay their marriage until

 5 they assure the state that now they're ready to h ave -- to

 6 have -- to have children.

 7 THE COURT:  And it's certainly not a precondition of

 8 marriage to be able to prove that you can have ch ildren.

 9 MR. COOPER:  No, your Honor, that's true.  And --

10 and, your Honor, there's no -- and this does get back to my

11 earlier point.  There is no purpose of marriage - - there is no

12 definition of marriage that would -- that would o ffer clear and

13 dividing lines between those people who enter int o it, and --

14 and its purposes; even this purpose that the -- a nd maybe I

15 should say especially this purpose that the plain tiffs cite as

16 being the central purpose of marriage:  to recogn ize loving,

17 committed relationships.  Even that can't possibl y be

18 restricted to only those couples who can fulfill that purpose

19 or who intend to fulfill that purpose.  

20 And -- but what we have to step back and try to

21 analyze is:  what is the state's -- what is gover nment's

22 purpose in regulating marriage, in recognizing th ese unions?

23 Not:  what is the individuals' motivation to get

24 married?

25 It's the state's purpose that's important here.  And
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 1 if the state has any conceivable rational purpose , I have to

 2 win.  Proposition 8 has to be upheld, we believe,  under the

 3 authorities that control this issue.  And so the focus has to

 4 be on:  what is the state's purpose?

 5 And, your Honor, the state has, we submit, two vi tal

 6 purposes for restricting, among its many eligibil ity

 7 requirements --

 8 THE COURT:  Well --

 9 MR. COOPER:  -- restricting marriage to opposite-sex

10 couples.  Yeah.

11 THE COURT:  All right.  Let me throw in a question

12 here.

13 Assume I agree with you that the state's interest  in

14 marriage is essentially procreative, as you've pu t it.

15 MR. COOPER:  Yes, your Honor.

16 THE COURT:  Assume that I agree with that.

17 How does permitting same-sex marriages impair or

18 adversely affect that interest?

19 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, I have two responses I want

20 to make to you.

21 The first one is:  that's not the legally relevan t

22 question.  And I will come back and walk through and examine

23 why I believe that to be so.

24 THE COURT:  It depends upon the standard of review we

25 apply.  And we're going to come to that, I'm sure , before we're
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 1 done this morning.

 2 MR. COOPER:  Obviously, my submission here to you is

 3 that this rational-basis standard applies.  And s o, yes, my

 4 arguments here are premised upon --

 5 THE COURT:  I've given you one assumption.  Give me

 6 one, for purposes of argument.  And that is that this is not

 7 rational basis review; this is intermediate scrut iny.

 8 MR. COOPER:  Well, then, your Honor, I'm going to be

 9 coming back to you with arguments.

10 THE COURT:  Now we're having a dialogue here.  Now

11 assume that you have to have established that thi s is the

12 minimally effective means of imposing this discri mination

13 between same-sex marriages and opposite-sex marri ages.  So what

14 is the harm to the procreative purpose or functio n of marriage

15 that you outline of permitting same-sex marriages ?

16 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, even under a

17 compelling-state-interest standard, I would submi t to the Court

18 that the state's interests in channeling procreat ive activity

19 into enduring relationships would be vital, and w ould satisfy a

20 compelling-interest standard.

21 And I would also submit to the Court that there w ould

22 be no reasonable available way for -- for that pu rpose to be

23 fulfilled and advanced, other than the way the st ate has

24 chosen -- every state has chosen, with five excep tions, and

25 California has chosen through Proposition 8.  And , your Honor,
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 1 that gets to the -- to the fundamental, I think, theoretical

 2 disagreement that I mentioned earlier between the  Plaintiffs

 3 and the Defendant-Intervenors here.

 4 They say that it's not enough, as you were sugges ting

 5 here, for opposite-sex unions to further and adva nce these

 6 vital state interests; that we have to prove, in addition to

 7 that, that including same-sex unions into the def inition of

 8 marriage would actually harm those purposes and i nterests.

 9 That is not the Equal Protection construct, your Honor.

10 THE COURT:  I'm asking you to tell me how it would

11 harm opposite-sex marriages.

12 MR. COOPER:  All right.

13 THE COURT:  All right.  Let's play on the same

14 playing field for once.  Okay.

15 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, my answer is:  I don't know.

16 I don't know.

17 THE COURT:  Does that mean -- does that mean if this

18 is not determined to be subject to rational basis  review, you

19 lose?

20 MR. COOPER:  No, your Honor.

21 THE COURT:  Okay.

22 MR. COOPER:  I don't believe it -- it does.

23 THE COURT:  Just haven't figured out how you're going

24 to win on that basis yet?

25 MR. COOPER:  Well, your Honor, by -- by saying that
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 1 the state and its electorate are entitled, when d ealing with

 2 radical proposals for change, to a bedrock instit ution such as

 3 this to move with incrementally, to move with cau tion, and to

 4 adopt a wait-and-see attitude.

 5 Keep in mind, your Honor, this same-sex marriage is a

 6 very recent innovation.  Its implications of a so cial and

 7 cultural nature, not to mention its impact on mar riage over

 8 time, can't possibly be known now.

 9 THE COURT:  So this is a political question, and the

10 Court should abstain?  Is that it?

11 MR. COOPER:  Well, your Honor, certainly at the root

12 of all our arguments here are that this is a ques tion of

13 social/cultural dimension that the people themsel ves in this

14 state -- and every other -- have the authority to  answer.  So,

15 yes, the Court -- the Court should do as the Supr eme Court did

16 in the assisted-suicide case, and say that this i ssue is being

17 debated throughout the land on -- in terms of its  legality, its

18 morality -- its morality, and its practicality in  the

19 democratic process.  And that's where it should b e, and that's

20 where it should remain.  So, yes, your Honor that 's at the root

21 of our --

22 THE COURT:  All right.  Let's talk about that.  It's

23 an appropriate matter.

24 As we discussed when the case came here for the f irst

25 case-management conference, I made the observatio n that I
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 1 didn't think this case was doing more than touchi ng down in

 2 this court; it was going to go on.

 3 What you've just outlined is an appropriate decis ion

 4 for the Supreme Court to make from its position, but now that

 5 the case has been filed here and been presented, is that an

 6 appropriate approach for the District Court to ma ke, or should

 7 I simply decide the issue the best I can, based u pon what is

 8 presented; and if the Supreme Court decides one w ay or the

 9 other not to review the matter, that's a matter - - prudential

10 decision on the part of the Court, but it's reall y not a

11 decision that I should exercise?

12 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, I think that the inescapable

13 responsibility, unfortunately, for all of us here , including

14 you -- especially you -- is to do our level best to use the

15 legal standards that we've -- we have from what w e believe,

16 anyway, are the controlling precedents, and, you know, follow

17 them where ever they lead, your Honor.  

18 We -- it's our earnest submission to you that the y

19 lead to the proposition that, in fact, our Consti tution, our

20 Equal Protection and our Due Process Clauses of t he Fourteenth

21 Amendment haven't decided this question for Calif ornia and

22 everyone else in the country.  They haven't decid ed this.

23 Opposite-sex marriage --

24 THE COURT:  Shouldn't I bite the bullet here?

25 Shouldn't I decide one way or the other, and not just abstain,
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 1 and say, "Oh, this is a political question, and i t's too soon

 2 for the federal courts to get involved"?

 3 MR. COOPER:  Yes, your Honor, you have to do that.

 4 It's not my submission -- and forgive me if I was n't

 5 clear.  It's not my submission that the Court sho uld simply

 6 decline to answer these constitutional issues.  T hey are before

 7 the Court.  This isn't a political question in th e sense that

 8 the Court doesn't have jurisdiction over it; but our submission

 9 is it's a political question in the sense that th e Constitution

10 doesn't mandate the plaintiffs' conception of mar riage, nor

11 does it mandate my conception of marriage.

12 If California had decided this the other way,

13 your Honor, I have no doubt that there would be r ational bases

14 for it to have come to that conclusion.  And I wo uld be content

15 to defend the State of California's judgment on t hat score.

16 The Constitution isn't the decision maker here; i t's

17 the people acting here, and everywhere else in th is country.

18 THE COURT:  I mean, why do we have this series of

19 Supreme Court decisions applying constitutional p rinciples to

20 marital relationships?

21 MR. COOPER:  Well, your Honor --

22 THE COURT:  The Turner  case, the Loving  case, all --

23 I mean, there was a whole string of those cases.

24 MR. COOPER:  Yes, your Honor.  And the question

25 becomes:  do those -- do -- does application of t hose decisions
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 1 and the principles in those decisions compel the Court to

 2 invalidate Proposition 8, and the traditional opp osite-sex

 3 definition of marriage?  Do they compel that?

 4 You know, just an objective, careful, unbiased

 5 application of those principles.

 6 And, your Honor, our submission -- earnest submis sion

 7 is:  no, they don't.  You can't get there from he re.  You

 8 can't -- they -- they don't compel that conclusio n.

 9 And, in fact, a careful application of them leads  to

10 my proposition, your Honor, I earnestly submit, t hat, in fact,

11 this is a decision over -- which the people in a democratic

12 process are free to make.

13 Your Honor -- and again, this does come back to m y

14 points about rational basis review.  The fact tha t, under

15 rational basis review, any conceivable state inte rest, even if

16 I haven't conceived of it, but you can, whether o r not it was

17 ever articulated, for example, by the Legislature  or here in

18 the Proposition 8 campaign -- if any conceivable state interest

19 is rationally served by Proposition 8 and the opp osite-sex

20 definition of marriage, then it has to be upheld.

21 And, your Honor, we've offered, we believe, sever al;

22 including several vital state interests.

23 In addition, though, as I said, it is a perfectly

24 rational thing for the state and its people not t o act

25 precipitously with a bedrock institution such as marriage, but
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 1 to proceed incrementally.  And on this score, I h ave Attorney

 2 General Brown to call upon for support, to my gre at

 3 satisfaction.  In the marriage cases in the brief  that the

 4 Attorney General put in defending Proposition 22,  he said,

 5 -- maintaining the longstanding and

 6 traditional definition of marriage while

 7 providing same-sex couples with legal

 8 recognition comparable to marriage is a

 9 measured approach to a complex and divisive

10 social issue.

11 THE COURT:  Well, it does appear the Attorney

12 General's views have evolved on this.

13 MR. COOPER:  Yes, it appears they have.  It does,

14 indeed; but, your Honor, in my opinion, he was ri ght when he

15 was defending Proposition 22; but, your Honor, I guess it's

16 important now to come back to this -- to this poi nt about why

17 it's not necessary for me to prove including same -sex unions in

18 the traditional definition of marriage would actu ally harm that

19 institution, or harm the vital purposes that that

20 institution --

21 THE COURT:  Well, I understand your answer to that

22 question is you don't know.  You don't know.

23 MR. COOPER:  No.  Well, your Honor, that's --

24 THE COURT:  It's a fair answer.  If you don't know,

25 you don't know; or if you can't -- you can't say,  or it depends
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 1 on the development of a factual records, well, bu t --

 2 MR. COOPER:  Well, your Honor, it depends on things

 3 we can't know.  This is a -- this is a -- that's my point.

 4 And the people of the State of California were

 5 entitled to step back and watch this experiment u nfold in

 6 Massachusetts and the other places where it's unf olding, and to

 7 assess whether or not -- oh, our concerns about t his -- about

 8 this new and -- and heretofore unknown marital un ion have

 9 either been confirmed by what's happening in marr iage in

10 Massachusetts, or perhaps they've been completely  allayed; but

11 my point is:  California was entitled not to foll ow those

12 examples, and to wait and see.  That's the whole purpose of

13 federalism.

14 The whole purpose of it, your Honor -- they were --

15 and when dealing with a bedrock, fundamental inst itution such

16 as marriage, the state -- it's perfectly rational  for it to be

17 risk averse.  It doesn't know what possible harms  may flow.  It

18 may well be that there are no harms; but the stat e isn't

19 required by the Constitution to take that risk.

20 Does the Constitution demand that the state proce ed

21 itself with this experiment, and -- and run the r isks of

22 whatever possible adverse consequences might flow ?

23 It doesn't.  That's our point.  And it's rational .

24 THE COURT:  What are those potential adverse

25 consequences?
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 1 MR. COOPER:  Well, your Honor --

 2 THE COURT:  Has anybody identified them?

 3 MR. COOPER:  There have been some, yes, your Honor.

 4 For example, there seems to us to be little doubt  that if the

 5 plaintiffs prevail here, and the definition of ma rriage is to

 6 be expanded to include same-sex couples, then the  existing

 7 parallel institution of domestic partnership will  also have to

 8 be expanded to include opposite-sex couples.  And  that parallel

 9 institution, with all the same benefits, will be available to

10 opposite-sex couples.  That's exactly how things are proceeding

11 in The Netherlands.  And in The Netherlands --

12 THE COURT:  What's the effect of that?  Is that

13 harmful?

14 MR. COOPER:  Well, your Honor, there do appear to be

15 a number of adverse social consequences in The Ne therlands from

16 this.  Domestic partnership is now used, apparent ly, more by

17 heterosexual couples -- opposite-sex couples -- t han is

18 marriage.  So marriage -- the effort to channel p rocreative

19 activity into that institution has abated quite a  bit.

20 There's -- there are -- there are other socially

21 unfortunate --

22 THE COURT:  But --

23 MR. COOPER:  Whether there's a causal relationship,

24 your Honor --

25 THE COURT:  Has that been harmful to the society in
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 1 The Netherlands?  Has it been harmful to children ?  What's the

 2 adverse effect?

 3 MR. COOPER:  Well, your Honor, again, I don't -- I

 4 don't have a presentation for you on that; but I do,

 5 your Honor, submit that it is not self-evident th at there is no

 6 chance of any harm.  And unless it is, the people  of California

 7 are entitled not to run the risk.  And unless he can prove --

 8 Mr. Olson and his colleagues can prove that there  is no harm

 9 that can possibly come from this, then the people  of California

10 are entitled to make the decision that they did.

11 THE COURT:  When do constitutional rights depend upon

12 proof of no harm?

13 Freedom of speech?  Freedom of press?

14 Lots of harm flows from those fundamental and bas ic

15 freedoms of ours -- misinformation, incitement to  passion, and

16 so forth -- but we tolerate those risks in a free  society.

17 So when does the application of a constitutional

18 principle require proof that its application will  not impose

19 any risk?

20 MR. COOPER:  When, your Honor, the state is not

21 entitled to make a social decision if it has a ra tional purpose

22 and interest that is served by that decision.

23 And, once again, if its rational and legitimate b asis

24 for the eligibility restriction of opposite-sex c ouples in the

25 marriage institution is procreation based, then i t follows that
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 1 opposite-sex couples serve that interest in a way  that same-sex

 2 couples do not.

 3 They also threaten that interest in a way that

 4 same-sex couples do not, because, again, it is th e naturally

 5 procreative activity of opposite-sex couples that  raises the

 6 natural result of -- of procreation and childbirt h that

 7 represents concern for the body politic.

 8 And, your Honor, if -- if -- it just doesn't foll ow

 9 that because the state creates an institution for  the purpose

10 and -- and nurtures an institution like marriage for a social

11 purpose that opposite-sex couples serve, that it must also

12 include within that institution couples that do n ot serve it.

13 They're simply not similarly situated with respec t to that

14 rational -- and we would say vital -- purpose of this

15 institution.

16 And, your Honor, that's the ultimate --

17 THE COURT:  Okay.

18 MR. COOPER:  That's the ultimate proposition.

19 We don't have to prove that including them, in fa ct,

20 would bring about a positive harm.  It's simply t hat not

21 including them is rational because they don't ser ve the

22 interest.

23 Let me share with you, your Honor, the Court's --  the

24 Supreme Court's commonsense observation on precis ely this

25 point.
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 1 When the inclusion of one group

 2 promotes a legitimate government purpose,

 3 and the addition of other groups would not,

 4 we cannot say that the state's

 5 classification of beneficiaries and

 6 nonbeneficiaries is invidiously

 7 discriminatory.

 8 THE COURT:  What case are you referring to?

 9 MR. COOPER:  This is Johnson against Robison ,

10 your Honor:  415 united States at 385.

11 I would also offer the Court the University of

12 Alabama against Garrett  case, where the Court said this:

13 Under rational basis review, where a

14 group possesses distinguishing

15 characteristics relevant to the interests

16 the state has authority to implement, a

17 state's decision to act on the basis of

18 those differences does not give rise to a

19 constitutional violation.

20 And this is my point precisely, your Honor.  The

21 state -- the group of opposite-sex couples posses s a

22 distinguishing characteristic that is -- that is plainly

23 relevant to the state's purpose of -- that are re lated to

24 procreation.

25 THE COURT:  All right.  You've done a very good job
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 1 of covering basically issues two through five.

 2 I want to bring you back to Baker versus Nelson .

 3 MR. COOPER:  Very well, your Honor.

 4 THE COURT:  All right.  We can't put very much stock

 5 in that case, now, can we?  It's old.  Old cases are usually

 6 the best cases, in the view of some of us; but th is is a --

 7 it's a very limited case.  It's not a considered decision of

 8 the Supreme Court.

 9 MR. COOPER:  No, no.

10 THE COURT:  The issue came up out of Minnesota.  The

11 statute there was neutral on its face.  It didn't  prohibit

12 same-sex marriage.  The issue really wasn't squar ely presented

13 to the Supreme Court to decide in Baker versus Nelson .

14 And there have been very substantial doctrinal

15 developments in Equal Protection jurisprudence si nce 1972.

16 So --

17 MR. COOPER:  Well, let me -- let me --

18 THE COURT:  Can we put any stock in that case at all?

19 MR. COOPER:  Yes, your Honor.  I believe it continues

20 to be binding on this Court.

21 THE COURT:  All right.

22 MR. COOPER:  And certainly with respect to the Due

23 Process claim and the sex-discrimination claim; b ut the first

24 point I want to make is this:  that four out of f ive District

25 Courts that have looked at this have concluded th at it is, in
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 1 fact, binding.  

 2 One District Court -- the Smelt  Court -- said that it

 3 isn't binding.

 4 THE COURT:  That was the don't-ask-don't-tell case,

 5 wasn't it?

 6 MR. COOPER:  The Smelt  case?

 7 THE COURT:  Yes.  Wasn't it?

 8 MR. CAMPBELL:  (Shakes head from side to side).

 9 THE COURT:  Was that the DOMA case?

10 MR. COOPER:  Yes, it was the DOMA case.  

11 And the Court distinguished Baker against Carr  [sic]

12 because it was dealing with DOMA, and it was deal ing with a

13 claim to federal benefits of marriage; but, your Honor, in

14 Baker against Carr  [sic], the Court was looking at really --

15 THE COURT:  Baker against Carr , or Baker versus

16 Nelson ?  That's a whole different --

17 MR. COOPER:  I'm sorry.  Forgive me.

18 THE COURT:  A whole different ball of wax,

19 Mr. Cooper.

20 MR. COOPER:  Yes, it is.

21 THE COURT:  We can only tackle one of these big

22 issues.

23 MR. COOPER:  Yes.  Your political question got me off

24 on the wrong track here.

25 THE COURT:  All right.
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 1 MR. COOPER:  Baker against Nelson , your Honor, we

 2 believe brought forward exactly the same claims t hat you are

 3 now treating under the Fourteenth Amendment the D ue Process

 4 clause and the Equal Protection clause.

 5 And the Due Process claim was -- it sounded in al l of

 6 the terms that the plaintiffs use here -- the pla intiffs

 7 there -- the same-sex couple there -- their right  to marry the

 8 person of their choice, relying specifically, you r Honor, on

 9 the case that the plaintiffs here specifically an d heavily

10 primarily rely on:  Loving against Virigina .

11 The Court did not see enough merit in that argume nt

12 even to take it up and consider it, your Honor.  So the Due

13 Process claim and the plaintiffs' definition of t heir Due

14 Process right simply can't be squared with Baker against

15 Nelson .  And, again, four federal district courts, as I r ead

16 them, anyway, have held that.

17 With respect to the language of the Minnesota

18 statute, yes, it doesn't specifically forbid same -sex marriage.

19 It only allowed -- permitted opposite-sex marriag e.  In that

20 respect, it's precisely like Proposition 8.

21 And in terms of Lawrence , your Honor, Lawrence

22 specifically held -- or specifically observed, I should say,

23 that the question before you here was not before that Court,

24 and the Court was not making any adjudgments abou t at all; and

25 that is the question whether the government must give formal
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 1 recognition to any relationships that homosexual persons seek

 2 to enter.

 3 So the Court negated -- the Lawrence  Court negated

 4 the notion that its judgment about private sexual  activity

 5 among consenting adults in that most private of p laces -- the

 6 bedroom -- that that judgment had -- had any rele vance or was

 7 treating with this very different question.  So i t took care,

 8 your Honor, not, I would submit to you, to cast d oubt on Baker

 9 against Nelson  and its Due Process ruling.

10 And there's just no way to understand a Court tha t

11 summarily rejects the claim that, from two -- fro m a same-sex

12 couple that we have a constitutional Fourteenth A mendment right

13 to marry the person of our choice.  There's no wa y to

14 understand -- to attribute any substance to that claim, in

15 light of the fact that, in Baker , it was rejected without any

16 hearing argument.

17 With respect to the sex claim as well -- that is,

18 that -- that Proposition 8 discriminates on the b asis of

19 gender -- that was foursquare the claim made by t he plaintiffs

20 in Baker against Nelson .

21 That the opposite sex-eligibility restriction in

22 Minnesota law, just like the one here, was a gend er-based

23 discrimination.  And the Court didn't find enough  merit in it

24 to hear argument.

25 It did resolve it on the merits, though, your Hon or.
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 1 And, as a merits decision, it is binding.  And we  would submit

 2 that there's -- there's simply no basis for concl uding that

 3 this -- that the plaintiffs' claims on those two scores,

 4 anyway, can survive Baker .

 5 THE COURT:  Well, if you could, wrap up.

 6 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, I do want to come to why we

 7 believe that this Court is bound with respect to the Equal

 8 Protection claims that the plaintiffs have advanc ed to apply a

 9 rational basis standard of review; that is, its l evel of

10 scrutiny must be a rational basis.  We believe th at that is not

11 an open question here; and that is controlled, in stead, by the

12 Ninth Circuit's decision in High Tech Gays .

13 The Court there held specifically homosexuals do not

14 constitute a suspect or quasi-suspect class entit led to greater

15 than rational basis scrutiny.

16 Now, it is true, as the plaintiffs say, that the

17 Court reference to Bowers , an incongruous incongruity that

18 would be created if, in the face of the Bowers  case, which has

19 been --

20 THE COURT:  Well, relied on Bowers .  In the High Tech

21 case , Bowers  was overruled.

22 MR. COOPER:  True.  True enough, your Honor, but the

23 Court, after noting the incongruity with the clai m of

24 quasi-suspect-class classification in the Bowers  decision, the

25 Court went on to quite independently analyze whet her sexual
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 1 orientation is a suspect class under the standard  factors.  And

 2 it concluded that -- that sexual orientation is n ot, because

 3 it's not immutable, and because the class affecte d that are

 4 gays and lesbians are not politically powerless.  So it

 5 independently concluded that rational basis revie w applies, and

 6 that this class is not a quasi-suspect class, you r Honor.

 7 And since that time, the Ninth Circuit, after

 8 Lawrence , overruled Bowers .  The Ninth Circuit has credited

 9 that ruling and -- and the judgment made by the N inth Circuit

10 in High Tech Gays  that rational basis review applies.  And that

11 is the Witt  case.  And that is the don't-ask-don't-tell case,

12 your Honor.

13 The other point I want to emphasize --

14 THE COURT:  Well, "Don't ask; don't tell" is

15 different, isn't it?  "Don't ask; don't tell" con demns conduct

16 or expression, whereas we're not dealing here wit h expressive

17 conduct; we're dealing with a classification.

18 MR. COOPER:  But the -- but, your Honor, it's the

19 same classification that was at issue in Witt .

20 And the Court there said that the ruling in High Tech

21 Gays was not disturbed by Lawrence  with respect to Equal

22 Protection.

23 It then went on and said that, under Due Process

24 considerations, we -- they applied a heightened s tandard of

25 scrutiny to that rule; but it wasn't under Equal Protection --
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 1 the Equal Protection clause, your Honor.

 2 And the other point, your Honor, I want to emphas ize

 3 here is that every court of appeals that has look ed at the

 4 issue of whether or not gays and lesbians are a q uasi suspect

 5 or a suspect class has ruled that they're not, an d that

 6 rational basis review obtains.  That's ten circui t courts of

 7 appeal; six of them reiterating it after Lawrence .

 8 So, your Honor, this is -- this is an issue that not

 9 only is the Court bound by, but it -- it is an is sue, we

10 submit, is plainly correct.

11 THE COURT:  All right.

12 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, thank you.

13 THE COURT:  Thank you, Mr. Cooper.

14 Mr. Olson.

15 MR. OLSON:   Thank you, your Honor.

16 THE COURT:  Why don't you begin where Mr. Cooper left

17 off, with discussion of Baker versus Nelson ?

18 MR. OLSON:   I will, your Honor.

19 I think that the points that you made in your

20 question are the points that I would make, but le t me make them

21 item by item.  It is a 1972 decision.  A lot has happened since

22 then.

23 It is a summary of affirmance which the Court, in

24 Mandel versus Bradley , specifically said is limited.  Its

25 precedential value is limited to the precise issu es presented,
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 1 and necessarily decided.  

 2 And, as the Court pointed out in Morse versus

 3 Republican Party , it is a slender reed on which to rest future

 4 decisions, which is very close to the words that you used.

 5 Secondly, as the Court pointed out in Mandel , it's

 6 very important that the Court -- this Court -- lo ok at the

 7 facts of that case and the doctrinal basis of tha t case.  The

 8 facts here are very, very different.

 9 THE COURT:  How so?

10 MR. OLSON:   One, the domestic partnerships which --

11 that was a big, important point for the Court in Baker , because

12 it said:  if the same-sex marriage right is uphel d, it will

13 disturb laws with respect to inheritance, contrac ts, taxation,

14 and so on, and so forth.  It pointed out this is the Minnesota

15 Supreme Court; that there were many things that w ould fall if

16 that distinction fell.

17 That is not true here, because, as everyone

18 recognizes, the rights of domestic partners are v irtually

19 identical in most respects -- virtually all respe cts -- to the

20 responsibilities and obligations of marriage indi viduals.  So

21 that's different.

22 Secondly, another fact that's different is the 18 ,000

23 marriages that the State of California recognized  between

24 same-sex individuals, so you have three classes o f persons.

25 And there are other -- the -- the third fact that  is
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 1 different is the whole  Romer  situation -- California's

 2 counterpart to the  Romer  situation, where a recognized right is

 3 taken away from a class of individuals; but those  are not the

 4 only differences.

 5 The Baker  case -- the Minnesota Supreme Court in

 6 Baker  relied on -- referred to the Loving  case, which was cited

 7 by the proponents of the change, and specifically  rejected

 8 that, distinguished Loving  on the ground that it was a

 9 racial -- it was based upon racial considerations .

10 The United States Supreme Court, in Zablocki ,

11 specifically addressed that point, and said, "No,  no.  While

12 Loving  involved racial classifications, the right to marr y is

13 of fundamental importance to all individuals."

14 So the basis that the -- the Minnesota Supreme Co urt

15 used as distinguishing Loving  is no longer effective.

16 There are other aspects of this.  Baker  was -- the

17 Baker  case did not involve a specific claim of discrimin ation

18 based upon sexual orientation.  I think you noted  that in your

19 questions to Mr. Cooper.

20 So that is an issue that's here, but not in that

21 case.  The  Romer  case has been decided since then.  The

22 sex-discrimination cases, the law of the Supreme Court has

23 changed; evolved enormously.  It was 20 years bef ore the V.M.I.

24 U.S. versus Virginia  case in which Justice Ginsburg articulated

25 for the Court different standards for reviewing
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 1 sexual-discrimination cases.  

 2 And, importantly, you cited the Turner  case for the

 3 various different characteristics that make marri age valuable

 4 to individuals:  the associational right, the lib erty right,

 5 the privacy right, the spiritual -- spirituality right.

 6 That same page from which you were quoting -- rig ht

 7 in the very next paragraph, the Turner  Court rejects an

 8 argument based upon summary affirmance.  Of anoth er case

 9 involving prisoners and life imprisonment, the Co urt said,

10 "Well, that involved life imprisonment."  

11 This doesn't involve, necessarily, life imprisonm ent,

12 so we're not going to be bound by or persuaded by  the summary

13 affirmance in the case that the Court was referri ng to there.

14 So there were eight or nine reasons why Baker versus

15 Nelson  is not controlling on this Court.  And it's not of

16 precedential value if the Court is to do what the  Supreme Court

17 has said in the Mandel  case and others:  to look at how the

18 facts have changed, and the distinctions that hav e occurred

19 indoctrinally from the Supreme Court.  All of tho se things have

20 changed.  The ground has shifted enormously since  1972.

21 THE COURT:  All right.

22 MR. OLSON:   Now --

23 THE COURT:  Now, if there is essentially no

24 difference between the incidents of domestic part nership and

25 marriage, how can denying same-sex couples the te rm "marriage"
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 1 constitute an Equal Protection violation?

 2 MR. OLSON:   Well, there are a number -- in the first

 3 place, as our opponents have acknowledged, the en titlement to

 4 the recognition by the state as marriage is impor tant in and of

 5 itself.  It has symbolic personal value to the in dividuals that

 6 are engaged in that relationship.

 7 THE COURT:  Are there other instances where symbolic

 8 significance has -- the denial of symbolic signif icance has

 9 been held to mean an Equal Protection violation?

10 MR. OLSON:   I don't know of a direct, specific answer

11 to that in terms a case citation; but let me posi t this

12 example.  

13 Suppose that the State of California decided -- a nd

14 it could have decided something like this a hundr ed years

15 ago -- that if you came from another country and you went

16 through the various processes and you had lived h ere for a

17 while, you would be entitled to all of the charac teristics of

18 citizenship -- you could vote; you could do all o f the things

19 that citizens did -- but you could not call yours elf a citizen.

20 That is is a significant difference.  And I think  --

21 and there's no question that you, the Ninth Circu it, the

22 United States Supreme Court would have said that is a denial of

23 Equal Protection to say that you are a little bit  different;

24 you will be characterized differently; you will h ave to explain

25 to your children.  
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 1 Now, I'm not just saying this from the standpoint  of

 2 the plaintiffs, which can prove, if we do have th e trial, that

 3 there are various different ways -- and we're in the midst of

 4 discovery, as you know, with respect to various d ifferent

 5 facets of the case; facts which you said you thou ght might be

 6 important for us to prove.

 7 That is one of the things we could prove, but I

 8 submit that it is self-evident that, to say -- an d the -- and

 9 the Defendant-Intervenors admit this -- that it i s a very

10 important quality.  In fact, they defend -- the w hole defense

11 of their case is that it is really a meaningful d istinction

12 when you call it "marriage."  It means so much to  so many

13 people, the individuals affected, the people that  are viewing

14 these individuals affected, their neighbors, thei r employers,

15 and so forth.

16 Plus the government, in connection with the defen se

17 of DOMA case, referred to -- when DOMA was coming  along,

18 referred to something over a thousand different d istinctions at

19 the federal level that are affected by whether th e state

20 recognizes your relationship as marriage.

21 So, while the state is, in a sense, undermined --  and

22 the Attorney General admits it -- any claim that marriage

23 would -- by same-sex individuals would harm any s tate

24 objectives -- and you were asking questions about  that -- the

25 federal government does make a difference.  And t here are
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 1 effects of the ability to call oneself marriage - -

 2 THE COURT:  Well, that gets to the point that

 3 Mr. Cooper made repeatedly and very ably; and tha t is, with all

 4 of the changes that are going on in the states th at are, one by

 5 one, recognizing same-sex marriage, and the expan sion of

 6 domestic-partnership rights, and so forth, aren't  you just

 7 getting ahead of yourself by asserting this claim  under the

 8 federal constitutional provisions?

 9 MR. OLSON:   Well, that would be exactly the same

10 argument that was made and was rejected in Loving versus

11 Virginia .

12 THE COURT:  Well, but at that time, if I remember

13 correctly, only about a third of the states prohi bited

14 interracial marriage at that time.  Is that not c orrect?

15 MR. OLSON:   That's correct, but there was a trend in

16 the direction of states eliminating those prohibi tions that

17 were -- the U.S. Supreme Court held to be unconst itutional.

18 THE COURT:  Right.

19 MR. OLSON:   We don't say to the people in this

20 country, "Wait until the population agrees that y our

21 constitutional rights can be recognized."

22 THE COURT:  Why, then, did the Supreme Court wait

23 from 1948, when California decided the Perez  case, to 1960 --

24 what was it?  '64?

25 MR. OLSON:   '67, in Loving .
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 1 THE COURT:  '67 in Loving .  Almost 30 years; 20

 2 years.

 3 MR. OLSON:   I know what Justices of the Supreme Court

 4 would say.  "We don't determine our own agenda.  We have to

 5 wait until a case comes to us."  

 6 Why did the Supreme Court -- and, in fact, the fa ct

 7 that there was that 20-some-year difference doesn 't mean that

 8 it was constitutional in 1965, two years before Loving , or

 9 1961, six years before.  That doesn't mean it was

10 constitutional during that period of time.  

11 When the Supreme Court rendered that decision in

12 Loving , it said that that practice that had been practice d and

13 the -- and the state of Virginia was making the s ame arguments

14 that Mr. Cooper was making:  it's been that way f or a long,

15 long time, and therefore, it ought to stay that w ay.

16 The Supreme Court said, "No.  That violates the

17 constitutional rights of those individuals."

18 The people that we represent in this case --

19 THE COURT:  Well, when did same-sex marriage become

20 unconstitutional?

21 MR. OLSON:   Well, the Supreme Court of the State of

22 California --

23 THE COURT:  The prohibition of same-sex marriage

24 become unconstitutional?

25 MR. OLSON:   It didn't become unconstitutional,
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 1 your Honor.  

 2 We submit that when the Supreme Court of Californ ia

 3 decided that it violated the State's Constitution , it was

 4 deciding what the State of California Constitutio n required

 5 from its beginning.  It had not been recognized.

 6 And the United States Supreme Court says that whe n it

 7 decides a constitutional question, it isn't decid ing

 8 prospectively what the Constitution means; it is deciding what

 9 the law is, in the words of Marbury versus Madison .

10 So what we're asking you is to declare in this ca se

11 ultimately what the law is; and that is that it i s

12 unconstitutional.

13 THE COURT:  But what makes a single Federal District

14 Judge in San Francisco able to recognize these pr ofound

15 constitutional principles that 52 or -3 percent o f the people

16 of the State of California could not?

17 MR. OLSON:   That is why you are there.  And that is

18 why we have a federal Constitution.  That is why we have a

19 federal judiciary.  And that is the obligation th at's given to

20 you when you took the oath of office.

21 Whether or not the City of Cleburne  case by the

22 United States Supreme Court, the Religious Freedo m Restoration

23 Act, and that whole lineup of cases -- the argume nt was being

24 made in that case that, 97 to one or 97 to zero, the Senate of

25 the United States had voted for this enactment.  
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 1 It didn't make any difference when it came to the

 2 United States Supreme Court.  If it was unconstit utional, it's

 3 unconstitutional.  And it is your burden to recog nize that if

 4 you come to that conclusion, that you -- whether or not

 5 52 percent or 51 percent or whatever percentage o f the voters

 6 of the State of California are, they do not decid e federal

 7 Constitutional questions.

 8 My opponents' 123 pages of argumentation, and the

 9 very --

10 THE COURT:  I think it was 117.  Give him credit for

11 six pages.

12 MR. OLSON:   I thought it was 98, and 25 of them --

13 maybe it was 98 and 15.

14 THE COURT:  Well, it may have seemed like that.

15 MR. OLSON:   It seemed like that when I got to about

16 page 15, your Honor --

17 THE COURT:  All right.

18 MR. OLSON:   -- but that exhaustive presentation of

19 arguments and the arguments that Mr. Cooper, as y ou said, very

20 articulately made today are virtually identical t o the very

21 same points made by Justice Scalia in his opinion s in  Romer  and

22 Lawrence , but those were dissenting opinions.

23 The majority of the Court -- six justices in each  of

24 those cases -- rejected what Justice Scalia had t o say, and

25 rejected, therefore, what Mr. Cooper is saying.  And at the end
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 1 of his dissent, Mr. Cooper pointed out that Justi ce Kennedy, in

 2 his opinion for the Court in Lawrence , said, "We're not

 3 deciding relationships such as marriage," but Jus tice Scalia

 4 knew he was defeated.

 5 And at the end of his dissenting opinion,

 6 Justice Scalia said -- he had acknowledged that d efeat.  He

 7 said, "What justification could there possibly be  for denying

 8 the benefit of marriage to homosexual couples exe rcising the

 9 liberty protected by the Constitution?  Surely no t the

10 encouragement of procreation," he added, "since t he sterile and

11 the elderly are allowed to marry."

12 THE COURT:  Perhaps it shows why dissenters shouldn't

13 always write an opinion?

14 MR. OLSON:   It hasn't discouraged Justice Scalia.

15 As much as I respect him, he was outvoted in thos e

16 two cases, but he was right about that point.  Wh at is the

17 justification?

18 We do have a difference -- Mr. Cooper and I -- wi th

19 respect to this right of marriage that the Suprem e Court has

20 mentioned over and over again, and has said is am ong the most

21 fundamental rights, if not the most fundamental r ight.  It is a

22 right of the individual.  It is not a right grant ed by the

23 state.  It's a right of an individual.

24 And Mr. Cooper's arguments about the right -- the

25 recognition of marriage as serving procreational values might
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 1 well be true; I mean, it might be true that allow ing people of

 2 opposite sex to marry or have the institution of marriage might

 3 have some -- scarcely provable, as you pointed ou t, because of

 4 the number of children that are born out of wedlo ck, if you

 5 didn't get into the statistics about the number o f divorces.  

 6 Mr. Cooper talks about the importance of children

 7 being raised by both of their biological parents.   The

 8 recognition -- the exclusion of same-sex individu als to the

 9 relationship of marriage doesn't change any of th ose things;

10 nor does the recognition -- the recognition of sa me-sex

11 individuals to marry will not harm the right of h eterosexual

12 couples to get married.  It doesn't have any effe ct on

13 procreation.

14 And if the whole thing is about procreation, what  if

15 California decided tomorrow:  we have a populatio n explosion.

16 We can't feed all of the people.  Let's not -- le t's discourage

17 procreation.  Let's stop this right of marriage.  

18 If the -- if my opponents are right --

19 Let's take away marriage, because we want to

20 discourage procreation.

21 I have no doubt that the Supreme Court would say that

22 that was unconstitutional.

23 I think, because we covered so thoroughly in our

24 reply brief, and I --

25 THE COURT:  Well, let's talk about rational basis.
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 1 Mr. Cooper argues very effectively that if

 2 Proposition 8 is assessed under the rational basi s standard,

 3 then there is a rational basis in the tradition a nd history of

 4 opposite-sex marriage.  Why isn't he absolutely c orrect?

 5 MR. OLSON:   Because he's asking the wrong question.

 6 He's saying:  is there a rational basis for oppos ite-sex

 7 couples to get married?

 8 Of course, there's a rational basis for that.  An d

 9 there's --

10 THE COURT:  Sometimes there's not a rational basis.

11 MR. OLSON:   That's -- someone once told me that's the

12 elevation of hope over experience.

13 THE COURT:  Hope over experience, right.

14 Dr. Johnson, I think it was.  All right.  

15 MR. OLSON:   But that's the wrong question.

16 THE COURT:  Why?

17 MR. OLSON:   Because, as the Court taught us in  Romer

18 and as the Court taught us  in  Lawrence , it's the exclusion that

19 has to be -- there has to be a rational basis for  the

20 classification.  And the classification is exclud ing a group of

21 individuals which the Supreme Court said in those  cases is a

22 distinct class of individuals.

23 The Court has to determine whether -- and the sta te

24 has to establish a rational basis for the exclusi on of those

25 individuals.
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 1 THE COURT:  Well, Mr. Cooper has said, "Look.  This

 2 train is moving down the track":  Massachusetts, Maine, various

 3 other states, Iowa, and so forth.  Why isn't it r ational for

 4 California to sit back and see how this plays out , and decide

 5 at some point or other whether it wants to get on  board or not

 6 get on board?  Why isn't that perfectly rational?

 7 MR. OLSON:   Is it a rational?  

 8 I would ask, rhetorically:  is it rational to say  to

 9 individuals who may have a constitutional right t o be married

10 that you have got to wait until that popular evol ution takes

11 place?

12 That has never been in any case that has been cit ed

13 to me that I remember reading.  In Mr. Cooper's e xcellent

14 briefs, there is no case that says, "Well, the id ea the state

15 doesn't want to do it now, but might want to reco gnize it

16 later" -- that's not a rational basis.

17 The Court in Lawrence  and the Court in  Romer  -- and

18 there are other cases, too, but those, of course,  stand out,

19 because they focus directly on this issue -- say that common

20 sense must be applied to the rational-basis thing .

21 THE COURT:  Lawrence  was a criminal statute.

22 We're not dealing with a criminal statute here.

23 There's no criminal penalty that's involved.  It' s simply the

24 denial of the incidents or the terminology of mar riage to

25 individuals who otherwise would seek it.
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 1 MR. OLSON:   Well, what Lawrence  said was not that not

 2 only could the state not prosecute the conduct, b ut that the

 3 conduct was protected; the intimate conduct betwe en individuals

 4 was protected; was a protected liberty interest u nder the

 5 Constitution, protected by Constitution.  So the conduct itself

 6 is protected by the Constitution.

 7 To say that, well, we can't put someone in jail f or

 8 engaging in constitutionally protected activity, but we can

 9 deny them rights we give to other people because of that

10 conduct -- because of that -- that is the conduct  that connotes

11 the relationship between same-sex individuals.

12 That -- when the Supreme Court has said -- and it

13 says it in  Romer , too -- cutting these people out because of

14 that conduct, because of that label we give to th at conduct,

15 and take away the rights that the state has recog nized is

16 unconstitutional.

17 And in Lawrence  -- and that's why Justice Scalia said

18 what he did; because he said, "You can't say that  it would not

19 apply to marriage."  He points out if you are con cerned at all

20 about logic and principle, you can't get to that point by

21 limiting Lawrence  to a criminal context, and then say that the

22 practice itself is protected by the Constitution,  but because

23 you engage in that practice, you can't have the s ame rights as

24 other citizens in the State of California.

25 The questions you are asking are a part, I submit , of
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 1 some of the reasons procreation doesn't require m arriage.

 2 The -- the other part --

 3 Let me interrupt myself.

 4 The other part of what Mr. Cooper says is that if  you

 5 can envision any conceivable argument at all, the n -- then the

 6 prohibition on same-sex marriage must stand.  Tha t's not the

 7 test.

 8 And, as you pointed out, if you can't -- if you c an,

 9 hypothetically imagine:  Well, California doesn't  want to

10 become a marriage mill.

11 I mean, that's nonsense.  I submit it's not a goo d

12 argument.

13 California doesn't want its citizens to have righ ts

14 in California, and then be denied those rights in  other states.

15 I could go through the various points that were m ade

16 by our opponents in their brief about what the ra tional basis

17 would be.  They don't make any sense.

18 What does -- what -- the reason why they keep com ing

19 back to procreation and the raising of children i s that that

20 might be a rational basis, but it doesn't work in  terms of

21 excluding individuals who wish to marry someone o f the same

22 sex, because procreation doesn't require marriage , as your

23 question pointed out.  Marriage doesn't yield pro creation.

24 Same-sex marriage does not dilute, diminish, inhi bit,

25 or deter opposite-sex persons from getting marria ge.
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 1 And the prohibition of same-sex marriage doesn't mean

 2 that individuals who would prefer to be married t o someone of

 3 the same sex is going to go out and marry someone  of the

 4 opposite sex, produce children, and raise them in  a happy

 5 relationship.  That blinks reality.

 6 All of those arguments that are made about -- you

 7 asked the point:  if you had to prove that there was a harm by

 8 allowing same-sex marriages to exist alongside he terosexual

 9 marriages, what would that harm be?

10 And I think I heard Mr. Cooper say he didn't know .

11 Now, he's spent a lot of time on this case.  And I

12 don't know, either, what the harm could be to het erosexual

13 marriages by allowing same-sex marriage.  What it  comes back to

14 is the phrase that you see over and over again in  the briefs of

15 my opponents:  the traditional definition of marr iage.

16 THE COURT:  Tradition is not an unimportant

17 consideration when it comes to interpreting const itutional

18 principles.

19 MR. OLSON:   It is not.

20 THE COURT:  It's very important, isn't it?

21 MR. OLSON:   It is the -- but it is not dispositive.

22 And that's what the Court said in the Illinois ca se, where,

23 when the Supreme Court of the United States says centuries of

24 tradition --

25 THE COURT:  The Illinois case?
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 1 MR. OLSON:   Winter ?

 2 MR. BOUTROUS:  Williams .

 3 MR. OLSON:   Williams versus Illinois .  It's the case

 4 that said that no longer may we in this country p ut someone in

 5 jail because they can't pay the fine $30 or 30 da ys, which we

 6 used to see here on television.  The Supreme Cour t said,

 7 "Centuries of tradition does not mean that we can  continue to

 8 put people in jail because they can't pay the fin e."

 9 The same argument was made in Lawrence .  Years,

10 decades of tradition of prohibiting conduct -- th at was

11 mentioned in Lawrence .

12 Yes, tradition is important, but the tradition th at

13 we're talking about here is marriage.  It has bee n recognized

14 in the past for a long time as a relationship bet ween

15 individuals of the opposite sex.  We can see that .  There's no

16 argument about that; but the points you were maki ng, I think,

17 by reading that paragraph or two from the Turner  case, is what

18 the Supreme Court has said.  It is the right of a n individual

19 to associate oneself in a permanent relationship with an

20 individual of one's choice.  

21 None of those Supreme Court decisions preclude

22 recognition of the -- the status of a marriage be tween people

23 of the same sex.  

24 And if the interests are privacy, liberty,

25 spiritual -- spirituality, a union with another i ndividual, the
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 1 same things that Justice O'Connor was talking abo ut in the

 2 Turner  case that made marriage so important, then those t hings

 3 apply with equal force to people who are of the o pposite sex,

 4 and the -- whatever interests of the state are se rved by

 5 marriage between opposite-sex individuals.  

 6 I have yet to see anyone identify a harm to that

 7 relationship by allowing someone else who has a l oving

 8 relationship such as the plaintiffs in this case:   the loving

 9 relationship with another individual of the same sex.  That is

10 not harming.  That is not --

11 THE COURT:  In your view, what are the state

12 interests that are advanced by permitting opposit e-sex

13 marriages?

14 MR. OLSON:   The right -- I'll use the words of the

15 Supreme Court.

16 The recognition by the state of the value of a

17 relationship between two individuals and -- and t he recognition

18 by the state of the unity of that, and that that provides

19 stability and an acknowledgment that this is a go od

20 relationship.  It forms the back -- backbone for our society.

21 It doesn't mean that those people must procreate or

22 can procreate.

23 You married a couple just recently -- a 95-year-o ld

24 person and an 87-year-old person, or something li ke that.  And

25 my mother was married three years ago.  And she, at the time,
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 1 was 87, and married someone who was the same age.   I don't mean

 2 to bring this down to particular examples of indi viduals; but

 3 we want in our society the relationship between - - the loving,

 4 stable relationship between the individuals, beca use that's

 5 good for the stability of our society and the rel ationships of

 6 people to one another.

 7 That -- every single one of those things apply to

 8 people of the same sex.

 9 THE COURT:  Now, are we in a different situation in

10 this case, Mr. Olson, because, as matters have be en left by the

11 California Supreme Court after the Strauss  case, it has left

12 this intact:  some 18,000 marriages that were per formed between

13 the marriage cases in the Strauss  case?

14 And, perhaps even more complicated now, in some

15 sense, because, although I haven't read the Bill,  it's my

16 understanding the Legislature has authorized reco gnition of

17 out-of-state-performed marriages in California.  Does that put

18 a different wrinkle on this case that would, say,  not apply in

19 a case that didn't have that particular history?

20 MR. OLSON:   Yes.  And that's one of the reasons why

21 this case is completely unlike Baker versus Nelson .  That was

22 not the case in Minnesota in 1972.

23 Yes, we have pointed out in our complaint and in our

24 briefs that the irrationality is brought into bri ght focus by

25 California saying that some people who are hetero sexuals can
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 1 get married; homosexuals -- gay and lesbian peopl e -- can stay

 2 married if they were married.  18,000 couples who  were married

 3 during that period -- we will recognize those mar riages; but

 4 gays and lesbians who weren't married during that  window cannot

 5 be married.  That's three classes of individuals.   

 6 And now you're mentioning -- and I did read the s ame

 7 thing that the Legislature is proposing.  And I t hink the

 8 Governor said he would sign a Bill that would pro vide those

 9 rights to people who were married outside of the state.

10 We have a crazy quilt of relationships in Califor nia.

11 THE COURT:  What's the implication of that?  I know I

12 didn't allow the Intervenors from the Alliance Gr oup, who

13 wanted to argue that these 18,000 marriages were invalidly

14 performed and should be annulled in some fashion.   Mr. Cooper

15 is not taking that position, but isn't that the - - a logical

16 conclusion to be drawn from the crazy-quilt situa tion that

17 you've described?

18 MR. OLSON:   Well, I don't think that it would --

19 under -- I haven't heard an argument that would s ay there was a

20 federal constitutional right that somehow has to be undone

21 because California, under its law, has recognized  those 18,000

22 relationships.

23 What it does do, your Honor, it seems to me, is t o

24 point out the irrationality of the distinctions t hat are being

25 made; because whether we talk about rational basi s or what we
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 1 believe the heightened scrutiny that would apply because of

 2 gender discrimination or -- or strict scrutiny --  the reasons

 3 that would justify that pattern of recognition of  relationships

 4 in California do not make sense.

 5 THE COURT:  Well, does that mean that you could

 6 prevail in this case against Proposition 8, but t hat would not

 7 necessarily establish a basis to overturn a simil ar provision

 8 in a state that had never recognized same-sex mar riages?

 9 MR. OLSON:   That is entirely possible because, I

10 mean, the exercise that you, as a Judge, go throu gh is to look

11 at the facts of the situation.  

12 What the Mandel  Court said, when you do look at

13 summary affirmance, is:  what are the facts of th e situation?

14 What doctrinal changes are being made?

15 I would say that many of the arguments that we ar e

16 making could be made in a state that has never re cognized any

17 same-sex marriages, but they are enhanced and put  into very

18 sharp focus by the strange pattern that now exist s in

19 California.

20 And one other part of that is that -- what if one  of

21 those 18,000 couples gets divorced, and then they  decide they'd

22 like to remarry?  Can they in California, or can' t they in

23 California?

24 THE COURT:  Well, they can go to Massachusetts.

25 MR. OLSON:   Well, but they shouldn't have to, if they
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 1 have a constitutional right to be married in this  state and a

 2 constitutional right not to be treated as a secon d-class

 3 citizen in this state and a constitutional right not to be put

 4 in a separate class and -- and treated irrational ly.  We think,

 5 your Honor, that it is very clear.  

 6 And I want to make a point that Mr. Cooper made a t

 7 the very beginning -- he's made it before -- that  we are -- we

 8 are making an argument that everyone who supporte d

 9 Proposition 8 or was opposed to same-sex marriage  is a bigot.  

10 We are not making that point, and we do not belie ve

11 that to be the case.  And, if anything has been s aid by anyone,

12 I expressly disavow it.  

13 What we're saying is that there may be an animus,  as

14 the Supreme Court has said, against certain pract ices.  There

15 may be a feeling that certain relationships just aren't the

16 same thing.

17 Mr. Cooper calls the idea of same-sex marriage

18 radical, and novel, and that sort of thing.  Well , many people

19 might feel that that relationship is radical or n ovel or just

20 not right.  And they might feel that should be --  it always

21 should be the way it is.

22 That's what we mean by an animus towards the

23 relationship or towards the conduct which the Sup reme Court has

24 said is constitutionally protected.

25 What California has done is created a
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 1 classification -- individuals who are gay or lesb ian -- and put

 2 them in a different status with respect to rights  accorded by

 3 the State of California:  recognition of the fund amental right

 4 of marriage.

 5 That is constitutionally impermissible.  It viola tes

 6 the Due Process clause, and it violates the Equal  Protection

 7 clause.

 8 If anything, the motion by the proponents for sum mary

 9 judgment has illustrated the fact that judgment, in fact,

10 should be entered in favor of the plaintiffs, and  that

11 injunction that we seek, which we hope we will ha ve an

12 opportunity to talk to you about again on January  11th, should

13 be granted.

14 THE COURT:  Very well.  Thank you, Mr. Olson.

15 Do you want a quick rebuttal, Mr. -- 

16 MR. COOPER:  Cooper.

17 THE COURT:  -- Cooper?

18 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, I would appreciate a few

19 moments, if you don't mind.  

20 THE COURT:  Sure.

21 MR. COOPER:  First of all, with respect to this

22 repeated point that the burden is on us to show t hat some harm

23 would come forward if same-sex couples were inclu ded within the

24 definition of marriage is simply not right under rational basis

25 review.
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 1 We simply and only have to show that the rational

 2 purpose that is served by the traditional definit ion of

 3 marriage is one that would not be served or not s erved as well

 4 if the excluded group was included.

 5 THE COURT:  Take up the --

 6 MR. COOPER:  That's what makes it rational.

 7 THE COURT:  Take up the point that Mr. Olson made,

 8 that the -- as he put it, the crazy-quilt fashion  in which this

 9 issue has developed in California --

10 MR. COOPER:  Yes.

11 THE COURT:  -- might very well result in what at

12 first glance might appear to be an anomalous situ ation, in that

13 Proposition 8 is unconstitutional, but that a sim ilar provision

14 in a state that had never permitted same-sex marr iage might

15 not.

16 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor --

17 THE COURT:  What's your response to that?

18 MR. COOPER:  Well, certainly it is true that, as a

19 result of the California Supreme Court's decision  in the

20 Strauss  case, there are some number of valid same-sex marr iages

21 in -- in this state.

22 And that isn't -- that isn't a surprising or unus ual

23 phenomenon when a state makes a decision to step back and, say,

24 repeal a measure that went beyond what the Consti tution of the

25 federal government required them to do, and to st ep back and go
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 1 back to a previous policy.

 2 If you analogize this case to the Crawford  case,

 3 there is nothing in the Constitution that prevent s them.

 4 And grandfathering the individuals who were marri ed

 5 during that interregnum is not an unusual phenome non in the

 6 law.  They were simply grandfathered.

 7 THE COURT:  Are there analogous situations?

 8 MR. COOPER:  I'm sorry?

 9 THE COURT:  Are there analogous situations?

10 MR. COOPER:  I think there are analogous situations

11 every time you have a change in the law, but you don't apply it

12 retroactively.

13 The California Supreme Court concluded that

14 Proposition 8 does not apply retroactively.  Whet her that was

15 right or not, as a matter of interpretation, that  was their

16 ruling.  And it obviously is binding.  And they c oncluded that

17 the individuals -- it should not be retroactive, because there

18 were reliance interests that were at stake that w ere important.

19 So those individuals were grandfathered.

20 Does that create some new constitutional -- does

21 that, by itself, render Proposition 8 unconstitut ional?

22 No, your Honor, it doesn't.

23 And, to the extent the crazy-quilt character of i t

24 that Mr. Olson has referenced would threaten the

25 Constitutionality of either the Proposition 8 or the laws
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 1 that -- under which these marriages that he's ref erencing --

 2 this new law that Mr. Olson referenced, and the 1 8,000

 3 grandfathered marriages came into collision, then  I think,

 4 under standard federal constitutional remedial pr actice, the

 5 policy contained in Proposition 8 would have to p revail.

 6 So if there's -- if -- if something has to fall h ere,

 7 it not going to be Proposition 8, which is the mo st prominent

 8 and forceful voice of the State of California wit h respect to

 9 the policy on this.

10 And the case of Heckler against Matthews , at 465 U.S.

11 728, I believe, supports that proposition.

12 Your Honor, with respect to --

13 THE COURT:  The name of that case, again, is what?

14 MR. COOPER:  Heckler against Matthews , 465 U.S. 728.

15 THE COURT:  Is that a Social Security case of some

16 kind?

17 MR. COOPER:  Honestly, your Honor, you may have a

18 better recollection.  I'm not recalling.

19 THE COURT:  Okay.

20 MR. COOPER:  But, your Honor, with respect to the

21 point that it's simply not rational for the State  of California

22 to wait, and if there's a constitutional right at  stake, I

23 agree with Mr. Olson on that; but that begs the q uestion.  He

24 assumes the existence of his constitutional right .  And if, in

25 fact, there's a constitutional right for same-sex  couples to
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 1 get married, then the State of California can't w ait to see how

 2 this experiment in going to unfold in other juris dictions.  

 3 But, your Honor, if the issue before you is:  is

 4 there a rational basis for Proposition 8; any rat ional

 5 explanation for the policy contained in Propositi on 8?

 6 We would submit that one of the rational bases an d

 7 purposes that it serves is to allow the people of  California to

 8 wait and to see how this experiment unfolds, and to assess

 9 whatever harms either may or may not follow from that

10 innovation.

11 With respect to the Loving  case, your Honor, that

12 involved an explicit racial prohibition on indivi duals getting

13 married.  It went to the heart of the Equal Prote ction clause

14 of the Fourteenth Amendment.  It was tested under  strict

15 scrutiny.  No question about it; it was not at al l neutral.

16 It, on its face, was designed to preserve the sha meful concept

17 of white supremacy.  There was no rational reason  for it

18 whatsoever; in fact, certainly not procreation.  It was the

19 procreative capacity and purpose of marriage that  was its very

20 reason for existing.  The white supremacists didn 't want that

21 ancient purpose of marriage to be fulfilled with interracial

22 couples.

23 So, your Honor, the case's just completely -- it is

24 completely nonauthoritative with respect to this much, much

25 different question.
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 1 Justice Scalia -- I, too, certainly, admire him v ery

 2 much.

 3 This is one occasion --

 4 THE COURT:  Well, let's make three of us.

 5 MR. COOPER:  This is an occasion when, to be sure, at

 6 least I wish he hadn't written that dissent; but,  your Honor,

 7 it -- because it -- it forces me to present to yo u the

 8 proposition that he was simply wrong in that deci sion.

 9 He references what is -- and we submit to you is the

10 central purpose of marriage:  procreation.  And h e says that

11 that wouldn't -- that wouldn't justify opposite-s ex marriage,

12 because of infertility.

13 Your Honor, there is no understanding of marriage , no

14 definition of marriage, no purpose of marriage, w e would submit

15 to you, in which all of the participants that the  state has no

16 choice but to allow to get married or not fulfill  completely.

17 How would the state, even if it constitutionally

18 could, restrict marriage to those individuals who  either were

19 able to or desired to have children?  How could i t possibly

20 police that restriction, your Honor?  With premar ital fertility

21 tests?

22 A number of Courts have addressed this -- this is sue.

23 And they have recognized that's just not -- that is not a valid

24 objection to the opposite-sex definition of marri age.

25 And if that is an objection to the opposite-sex
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 1 definition of marriage, it is even greater object ion to the

 2 definition of marriage that has been presented to  you today by

 3 the plaintiffs:  that its purpose is loving, comm itted

 4 relationships.

 5 How could that -- how could -- how could marriage  be

 6 restricted to that?

 7 It wouldn't.  That isn't -- and it couldn't be,

 8 your Honor.

 9 So the point is that the institution of marriage,

10 like all institutions, are designed for the gener al case; for

11 the usual -- the usual case.

12 And certainly we don't prevent opposite couples w ho

13 don't intend to have -- have kids, but the state has an

14 interest in still channeling them in their sexual  activity, in

15 case they have kids, notwithstanding their planni ng.  That is

16 not -- that is not a phenomenon that can exist wi th respect to

17 same-sex couples, your Honor.

18 And, your Honor, if it is true, as the plaintiffs

19 suggest -- if it is true that the universal eligi bility

20 restriction of opposite-sex couples in marriage m ust fall for

21 these reasons, then it is very difficult to see h ow, in --

22 in -- in a judicial terrain in which procreation was not

23 accepted as a rational basis for the traditional definition of

24 marriage, it is very difficult to understand how the other

25 familiar eligibility restrictions for marriage co uld possibly
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 1 survive under the new legal regime.

 2 Your Honor, there's -- we don't see what rational

 3 basis there would be, then, to distinguish betwee n loving,

 4 committed couples of the same sex versus the oppo site sex

 5 versus siblings, for example, or -- nor are the a ge-old

 6 restrictions based upon the number of individuals  in the

 7 marital relationship.

 8 THE COURT:  Well, there are --

 9 MR. COOPER:  Possibly survive --

10 THE COURT:  There are possibly quite different

11 considerations there, are there not, Mr. Cooper?

12 You have considerations of abusive relationships that

13 appear in polygamous relationships or in relation ships that are

14 incestuous.  Those are quite different situations , aren't they?

15 MR. COOPER:  Well, your Honor, the question would

16 have to be:  well, what rationale?

17 THE COURT:  Well, the rationale is the abuse that

18 often accompanies those kinds of relationships.

19 MR. OLSON:   Well, your Honor, there is -- there is --

20 there's abuse that accompanies other kinds of rel ationships,

21 your Honor.

22 THE COURT:  There's certainly abuse that accompanies

23 what you characterize as traditional marriage.  T hat is

24 certainly true --

25 MR. COOPER:  Yes.
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 1 THE COURT:  -- but I do think it is probable those

 2 dangers are palpable in polygamous and incestuous  relationships

 3 in a way that they are not in traditional marriag e.  So I don't

 4 know that that argument --

 5 MR. COOPER:  Well, your Honor, that -- I would --

 6 THE COURT:  -- is very persuasive.

 7 MR. COOPER:  Just to refer you to our briefing for

 8 further -- further argument on that point, but I want also

 9 finally to address the issue of the nomenclature;  a question

10 you put to Mr. Olson.

11 We agree that certainly in this context, as in ma ny

12 others, the name "marriage" means a lot.  It does  have, by --

13 by virtue of its ancient and venerable heritage, an imprimatur

14 that is -- that is special; but it nonetheless fo llows that it

15 is entirely rational for the State of California and for

16 virtually all other states to establish parallel institutions

17 for these two very different types of relationshi ps; different,

18 at least, insofar as the purposes of marriage tha t we have

19 articulated to you -- these very different types of

20 relationships, and to call them by different name s, your Honor.

21 It is not irrational to call different things by different

22 names.

23 And -- and I don't think that raises any question

24 with respect to Mr. Olson's hypothetical about a citizen who

25 was, for some reason, not called a citizen.
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 1 I can't think of a rational distinction to be dra wn

 2 between one citizen and another, although that mi ght well

 3 depend upon the context.  It might well.

 4 If one citizen is competing with another for a jo b or

 5 a college admission, and there are Affirmative Ac tion programs

 6 in place, it may well be that there are ethnic-ba sed names that

 7 will attach to different citizens for considerati on of those

 8 governed purposes; but in the mine run of cases, I can't

 9 imagine any rational basis for simply calling cit izens by

10 different names.

11 There is a rational basis to call a domestic

12 partnership, your Honor, and a marriage by differ ent names.

13 THE COURT:  All right.

14 MR. COOPER:  Thank you very much, your Honor.

15 THE COURT:  Thank you, Mr. Cooper.  

16 And thank you, Mr. Olson.

17 Counsel, what I'm going to suggest is that we tak e a

18 break; give you a chance to go have some lunch.  And then come

19 back at one o'clock, and I'll have ruling for you .

20 (Recess taken from 11:53 a.m. until 1:00 p.m.) 

21 THE COURT:  Very well, counsel.  Good afternoon.  I

22 hope you've had a chance to do a little relaxing over the past

23 hour.

24 First of all, I want to commend and thank you bot h

25 for extremely able arguments, both in written for m and here
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 1 this morning.  Obviously, it's a great pleasure t o have an

 2 exceedingly interesting and important case presen ted by such

 3 able counsel.

 4 I'm always a little hesitant, I confess, to hand out

 5 compliments like that, because there was a Judge on this court,

 6 Judge Peckham, who used to say when I was practic ing law, "What

 7 a wonderful argument you made, Mr. Walker.  Oh, t hat was so

 8 impressive."  And then, of course, he'd proceed t o rule against

 9 me.

10 Well, I guess I have to do that with respect to o ne

11 of you this morning -- or this afternoon.

12 So let me proceed to that.  And then we'll take u p

13 the other matters that we need to discuss going f orward.

14 The Defendant-Intervenors, which everyone has bee n

15 characterizing and calling the "proponents" -- an d I think

16 that's an appropriate terminology -- have moved f or a summary

17 judgment that Proposition 8 does not violate the

18 Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process or Equal Prote ction Clauses.

19 In their motion papers, proponents identify five

20 issues that they claim entitle them to summary ju dgment.

21 One, Baker versus Nelson , a 1972 Supreme Court

22 decision, requires the Court to hold plaintiffs h ave not raised

23 a substantial federal question.

24 Two, there is no fundamental right to same-sex

25 marriage under the Due Process clause.
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 1 Three, Proposition 8 should receive rational basi s

 2 review under the Equal Protection clause.

 3 Four, Proposition 8 satisfies rational basis revi ew,

 4 because it is rationally related to several legit imate state

 5 interests.

 6 And, five, Proposition 8 is not tainted by animus  or

 7 other impermissible considerations.

 8 As noted at the outset of our discussion this

 9 morning, this is a motion for summary judgment go verned by

10 Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and the

11 well-known trilogy of Supreme Court decisions -- the Celotex ,

12 Anderson versus Liberty Lobby , and Matsushita Electrical

13 Industrial Company versus Zenith Radio Corporation  cases -- and

14 their various progeny.

15 Now, despite the heft of the papers that have bee n

16 submitted, the effect of proponents' motion is co nsiderably

17 more limited than might at first glance appear.

18 Of the five motions for summary judgment, only a

19 determination favorable to proponents on issue on e would decide

20 the entire case.

21 With regard to the remaining issues, proponents'

22 motion would appear to call for analysis under Ru le 56(d).

23 That provision has frequently but somewhat mislea dingly been

24 characterized as "partial summary judgment," in t hat, if

25 proponents were to prevail on Issues Three and Fo ur, the entire
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 1 action would not be decided.  Only the standard o f review

 2 applied to Proposition 8 would be determined.

 3 Similarly, a grant of the motion on Issue Two wou ld

 4 simply eliminate one of plaintiffs' claims, and a  grant in

 5 favor of proponents on Issue Five would simply de termine that

 6 one of the grounds of plaintiffs' attack on Propo sition 8 could

 7 not proceed.

 8 Inevitably, when a Court is faced with a motion f or

 9 so-called "partial summary judgment," the Court m ust consider

10 the advisability of adjudicating part of the case  on motion

11 when a case will proceed to trial on other issues .  A good part

12 of the analysis the Court uses in that situation is whether

13 grant of the motion will significantly shorten or  expedite the

14 trial, or whether the issues on which partial sum mary judgment

15 is sought can better be left for adjudication at trial.

16 In this case, because only Issue One raised by

17 proponents would decide the action as a whole, th e Court will

18 turn first to that issue.

19 Now, the question basically is:  does  Baker versus

20 Nelson  entitle Defendant-Intervenors/proponents to judgme nt as

21 a matter of law?

22 The Court believes that  Baker versus Nelson  does not

23 settle the dispute that is before the Court in th is case.

24 Baker versus Nelson  dismissed "for want of a substantial

25 federal question" an appeal from the Minnesota Su preme Court.
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 1 That Court had held that Minnesota's marriage sta tutes did not

 2 permit marriage for same-sex couples, and that th is restriction

 3 did not violate the First, Eighth, Ninth, or

 4 Fourteenth Amendments.

 5 A summary dismissal "for want of a substantial

 6 federal question" does constitute a decision on t he merits;

 7 although it is not entitled to full precedential weight.

 8 A summary dismissal prevents a lower court from

 9 reaching opposite conclusions on the precise issu es presented

10 and necessarily decided in the jurisdictional sta tement.

11 Lower federal courts should adhere to the view th at

12 if the Court has branded a question insubstantial , it remains

13 so except when "doctrinal developments indicate o therwise."

14 If there are later developments that alter or ero de

15 the summary disposition's authority, lower courts  are not bound

16 by the Supreme Court's characterization of the is sue presented

17 as insubstantial.

18 The Court does not agree that  Baker  is either settled

19 law, or that it addresses the issues plaintiffs h ave raised

20 here.  The jurisdictional statement in  Baker  dealt with

21 constitutional allegations similar to the challen ges in this

22 case, but based on a different set of underlying facts.  In

23 Baker , plaintiffs challenged a statute which was interpr eted to

24 prohibit same-sex marriage, but was neutral on it s face.  That

25 is, as stated by the Minnesota Supreme Court, the  Minnesota
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 1 statute at issue in  Baker  did not contain an express statutory

 2 prohibition against same-sex marriage.

 3 Proposition 8, by contrast, is not neutral with

 4 respect to same-sex and opposite-sex marriage, bu t expressly

 5 distinguishes them, and limits marriage to the la tter.

 6 Unlike in Minnesota, where same-sex marriage had

 7 never been recognized, plaintiffs here challenge California

 8 voters' use of the ballot initiative process to s trip unmarried

 9 gay and lesbian individuals of an existing state constitutional

10 right to marry.  Potentially, therefore, Proposit ion 8 may be

11 invalid, given the history in California, whereas  a similar

12 enactment in another state that had never recogni zed same-sex

13 marriage might not be constitutionally infirm.

14 In addition, there appear to have been significan t

15 doctrinal developments on both Equal Protection a nd Due Process

16 grounds since  Baker  was summarily dismissed in 1972.

17 Supreme Court cases decided since  Baker  show that the

18 court does not consider "insubstantial a constitu tional

19 challenge brought by homosexual individuals" on E qual

20 Protection or Due Process grounds.  The  Romer  case relied on

21 the Equal Protection clause to invalidate a state

22 constitutional amendment which enough filed speci fic legal

23 protections for homosexuals.

24 The Court held that home sexuality cannot be sing led

25 out for disfavorable treatment, and that the amen dment did not
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 1 further a proper legislative end, but rather clas sified

 2 homosexuals to make them unequal.  Plaintiffs' cl aims are more

 3 similar to those made in  Romer  than those made in  Baker ,

 4 because plaintiffs are challenging an initiative measure which

 5 on its face singles out same-sex from opposite-se x

 6 relationships.

 7 Lawrence versus Texas  would also appear to be a

 8 significant doctrinal development under the Due P rocess clause,

 9 because it holds that "persons in homosexual rela tionships may

10 seek autonomy under the Constitution."  The Court  noted that

11 laws and traditions in the past half century show  an "emerging

12 awareness that liberty gives substantial protecti on to adult

13 persons in deciding how to conduct their private lives in

14 matters pertaining sex ."  Lawrence  makes clear that gays and

15 lesbians are able to rely on the Fourteenth Amend ment's Due

16 Process guarantee.

17 Finally, doctrinal developments appear to have

18 altered the landscape for plaintiffs' sex discrim ination claim.

19 Baker  was decided before the Supreme Court applied inter mediate

20 scrutiny to gender discrimination claims.  Contem porary Equal

21 Protection doctrine emerged after  Baker .  Although the Court

22 will address the appropriate standard of review i n a few

23 moments, a key fact question appears to be whethe r

24 Proposition 8 is a gender-neutral enactment or wh ether, in

25 fact, its operation in practice discriminates on the basis of
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 1 gender.

 2 Accordingly, the Court cannot find on the basis o f

 3 the present record that  Baker  entitles proponents to judgment

 4 as a matter of law, and thus, the Court turns to proponents'

 5 motions for partial summary judgment.

 6 Are plaintiffs' Due Process claims foreclosed bec ause

 7 there is no fundamental right to marry someone of  the same sex?

 8 Plaintiffs and proponents agree that marriage is a

 9 fundamental right protected by the Due Process cl ause.  There's

10 no dispute among the parties that marriage tradit ionally has

11 involved opposite-sex relationships.

12 Proponents rely upon Washington versus Glucksberg  to

13 argue that the right to same-sex marriage is not grounded in

14 "our nation's history, legal traditions, and prac tices," and

15 cannot, therefore, be grounded in the Due Process  clause.

16 Plaintiffs, on the other hand, argue that the rig ht

17 at stake is not "the right to same-sex marriage,"  but instead

18 is "the right to freedom of personal choice in ma tters of

19 marriage."

20 In this, as in many instances in the law, how one

21 poses the question determines the answer.  Posing  the right at

22 stake as the right to same-sex marriage may point  in one

23 direction, while posing the question as the right  to marriage

24 points in the other.  The Supreme Court cases dis cussing the

25 right to marry do not define the right at stake i n those cases
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 1 as a subset of the right to marry depending on th e factual

 2 context in which the issue presented itself.

 3 For example,  Loving  addressed marriage; not

 4 interracial or opposite-race marriage.  If the Lo vings had been

 5 asked to demonstrate that interracial marriage wa s deeply

 6 rooted in the nation's history and traditions, th ey likely

 7 would have lost.

 8 Turner versus Safley  discusses marriage; not marriage

 9 involving inmates in penal institutions.

10 Proponents attempt to distinguish same-sex marria ge

11 from all other forms of marriage because same-sex  marriage does

12 not involve procreation, but they fail to address  at least two

13 circumstances in which a right to marry has been recognized

14 without regard to the possibility of procreation.

15 First, the line of authority stemming from  Turner

16 allows for marriages that cannot resemble propone nts'

17 Definition of traditional marriage, because a pri soner has --

18 particularly a prisoner with a life sentence and no possibility

19 of parole can still marry, although he cannot pro vide anything

20 approaching the traditional incidents of parental  care,

21 support, or nurture to offspring.

22 Secondly, in when the Court, in Zablocki , overturned

23 the Wisconsin law requiring payment of outstandin g child

24 support before marriage, the Court was concerned with an

25 individual's right to marry; not with children.  If the right
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 1 to marry is about "survival of the race," then a child-support

 2 restriction would be unobjectionable.

 3 The argument that recognition of same-sex marriag e

 4 simply opens the door to incestuous or polygamous  marriage

 5 ignores that there may well be compelling state i nterests

 6 against recognizing these other forms of relation ships,

 7 including preventing exploitation and abuse.

 8 Nor is it clear why it is same-sex marriage (and not,

 9 for example, infertile marriage) opens the door t o require

10 state recognition of polygamy and incest.  Whatev er prevents

11 California now from recognizing the marriage of a  brother and a

12 sister would likewise stop it from recognizing th e marriage of

13 two sisters in the absence of Proposition 8.

14 The Court cannot determine that plaintiffs' Due

15 Process claims are foreclosed as a matter of law.   Unresolved

16 by the present record, which consists almost excl usively of

17 legal arguments, is the governmental interests th at

18 Proposition 8 fosters.  Although that may be akin  to a

19 legislative fact, as Mr. Cooper has so forcefully  and ably

20 argued, embedded within such a legislative fact a re certain

21 assumptions about human behavior and relationship s that have

22 simply not been developed in the record that is n ow before the

23 Court.  And the presentation of evidence, I belie ve, is

24 essential to the resolution of the issues insofar  as they bear

25 on that legal question.
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 1 Have plaintiffs raised genuine issues of fact tha t

 2 Proposition 8 may be subject to strict scrutiny o r intermediate

 3 scrutiny review?

 4 Proponents assert that even if plaintiffs can sta te

 5 an Equal Protection claim, that claim must be ana lyzed under

 6 the rational basis review standard.

 7 Proponents' first argument asserts that neither t he

 8 Supreme Court nor circuit courts have recognized heightened

 9 scrutiny, and that the Ninth Circuit's decision i n High Tech

10 Gays versus Defense Industry Security Clearance Office

11 forecloses any decision to the contrary.

12 Second, proponents assert that even if the Court were

13 free to determine what level of scrutiny to apply , the Court

14 should still apply rational basis review.

15 The Supreme Court has never applied heightened

16 scrutiny to a claim of sexual-orientation discrim ination.

17 Romer used rational basis (without discussing what level  of

18 scrutiny would be appropriate) and Lawrence , of course, was

19 decided upon Due Process grounds.  Nothing in eit her decision

20 forecloses heightened scrutiny, but neither do th ese decisions

21 give us much guidance on what standard to apply.

22 In  High Tech Gays , the Ninth Circuit reversed the

23 decision of Judge Henderson of this court that a law

24 discriminating against gays and lesbians needed t o survive

25 heightened scrutiny.  In doing so, the Ninth Circ uit relied
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 1 explicitly on  Bowers , and reasoned that if homosexual conduct

 2 can be criminalized, then homosexuals cannot cons titute a

 3 protected class.

 4 Well, Lawrence , of course, undermined  High Tech Gays .

 5 Bowers  was subsequently overruled by the Supreme Court's

 6 decision in Lawrence .

 7 A subsequent decision of the Ninth Circuit,  Witt

 8 versus department of the Air Force , addressed a challenge to

 9 the military's Don't Ask Don't Tell (DADT) policy .   Witt

10 applied rational basis review to Witt's Equal Pro tection

11 claims.  Her Equal Protection claims were, howeve r, based on

12 conduct, not sexual orientation; and for that rea son it is not

13 clear whether this determination has much bearing  on this case.

14 Indeed the Don't Ask Don't Tell policy itself is

15 based on homosexual conduct, or at least expressi on of such

16 conduct, but not on sexual orientation or definit ion itself.

17 Proposition 8, by contrast, does not address cond uct,

18 but sexual classification or sexual orientation o r both.

19 Proponents' point to other circuits that have app lied

20 rational basis review to Equal Protection claims based on

21 sexual-orientation discrimination.  The cases dec ided after

22 Lawrence  are perhaps the most important.  In Cook versus Gates ,

23 the First Circuit applied rational basis review t o a challenge

24 to the Don't Ask Don't Tell policy, because the S upreme Court

25 had not indicated that sexual orientation should receive
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 1 heightened scrutiny.  The Fifth Circuit applied r ational basis

 2 to a gay prisoner's Equal Protection claim that g uards failed

 3 to protect him adequately because of his sexual o rientation.

 4 And the Sixth Circuit has held that homosexuality  is not a

 5 suspect class.  The Eleventh Circuit agreed with that position.

 6 The Supreme Court has been reluctant to expand th e

 7 list of classifications subject to heightened scr utiny.

 8 The mixed precedent on the issue points in the

 9 direction that plaintiffs claim that a heightened  level of

10 scrutiny is not foreclosed as a matter of law, bu t requires a

11 complete factual record for decision making.

12 The test whether a group receives heightened scru tiny

13 comes, of course, from the famous footnote four i n the Carolene

14 Products  case.  The four factors used to determine whether a

15 group is a discrete and insular minority are:  th e history of

16 invidious discrimination against the class burden ed by the

17 legislation, the characteristics that distinguish  the class as

18 indicating a typical class member's ability to co ntribute to

19 society, the distinguishing character -- whether the

20 distinguishing characteristic is "immutable" or b eyond the

21 class member's control, and the political power o f the subject

22 class.

23 Proponents do not present evidence on the first t wo

24 factors, and appear for purposes of this motion t o accept that

25 gays and lesbians have faced discrimination, and contribute
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 1 equally to society.  Instead, proponents focus so lely upon the

 2 immutability and political power factors.  These four factors

 3 are generally weighed, and not treated as separat e elements.

 4 So proponents' failure to dispute the first two c laims does, in

 5 fact, impair their claim that heightened scrutiny  may not apply

 6 to the analysis of Proposition 8.

 7 Plaintiffs contest proponents' facts relating to

 8 immutability and political power.  These, I think , are prime

 9 issues for trial.

10 For example, while proponents put forth scholarsh ip

11 explaining that an individual's sexual orientatio n may fall on

12 a continuum, plaintiffs counter that an individua l does not

13 experience constant shifts in his or her sexual o rientation.  

14 Proponents put forth evidence that gays and lesbi ans

15 have had some political successes.  

16 Plaintiffs counter with evidence and a Rule 56(f)

17 affidavit that evidence will be gathered that gay s and lesbians

18 have been ignored or mistreated by the political process.

19 The disputed facts on these issues preclude summa ry

20 judgment at this stage of the proceedings.

21 Proponents also move for summary judgment that

22 Proposition 8 does not discriminate based on sex or gender.  If

23 Proposition 8 discriminated based on sex, it woul d be subject,

24 of course, to intermediate scrutiny.  Proponents argue that

25 Proposition 8 treats men and women the same.  Eit her can marry
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 1 someone of the opposite sex, and neither can marr y someone of

 2 the same sex.  Plaintiffs counter that because th e

 3 Supreme Court rejected a similar argument in  Loving ,

 4 Proposition 8 discriminates.

 5 Proponents point out that most state courts

 6 addressing same-sex-marriage bans have found they  do not

 7 discriminate on the basis of sex.  Plaintiffs sta te that

 8 Proposition 8 mandates gender roles in marriage, at least

 9 superficially; but the California Supreme Court r ejected the

10 sex-stereotyping argument in the Marriage Cases .

11 So I don't believe that at this juncture in the

12 proceedings it possible to determine as a matter of law that a

13 sex-discrimination claim is foreclosed of the pla intiffs.

14 Now, the plaintiffs demonstrated a genuine issue that

15 Proposition 8 is rationally unrelated to a legiti mate state

16 interest.

17 Proponents put forth the following state interest s:

18 preserving the traditional institution of marriag e.

19 Proponents claim that California has an interest in

20 maintaining a definition of marriage that exclude s same-sex

21 couples, and in taking an incremental approach to  novel social

22 changes.  Plaintiffs point to Lawrence's  "times can blind us to

23 certain truths, and later generations can see tha t laws once

24 thought necessary and proper, in fact, serve only  to oppress."

25 Tradition alone is not enough, because "the
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 1 constitutional imperatives of the Equal Protectio n clause must

 2 have priority over the comfortable convenience of  the status

 3 quo."

 4 Plaintiffs dispute the factual basis for proponen ts'

 5 claim that excluding same-sex couples from marria ge preserves

 6 traditional marriage, and argue that marriage has  not had a

 7 stable definition across generations.

 8 These two point to issues appropriate for a fulle r

 9 record.

10 Proponents rely upon what they argue to be intere sts

11 arising out of the male-female procreation proces s.  Proponents

12 maintain that because of the naturally procreativ e nature of

13 male-female relationships, only opposite-sex marr iage can

14 further interests in procreation.  These interest s include

15 encouraging formation of naturally procreative un ions,

16 encouraging stability within naturally procreativ e unions, and

17 encouraging the bond between parents and biologic al offspring.

18 Proponents argue that the fit between the law and  the interests

19 need not be perfect, and that, therefore, the exi stence of

20 infertile opposite-sex marriage is irrelevant.

21 Plaintiffs argue that the interests are not

22 rationally related to Proposition 8.  Because Pro position 8

23 neither encourages gays and lesbians to marry som eone of the

24 opposite sex nor makes it more likely that hetero sexuals will

25 marry, Proposition 8, in plaintiffs' view, has no thing to do
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 1 with the state's interest in procreation.  Plaint iff states --

 2 plaintiffs state that facts developed during disc overy will

 3 demonstrate the absence of this link.  Proponents  counter that

 4 they can, if they must, show a link between the p rocreative

 5 interests and the denial of marriage to same-sex couples,

 6 because allowing same-sex marriage shifts the foc us of marriage

 7 away from families and onto individual desires.

 8 Plaintiffs dispute these issues, and claim that

 9 proponents' claims state interests in procreation  are

10 essentially not the compelling interests that the  state has in

11 the marriage estate.

12 And these, I think, again, point in the direction  of

13 issues suitable for a fuller development at trial .

14 "California has an interest in ensuring its marri ages

15 are recognized in other jurisdictions, and ensuri ng that it

16 does not become a marriage mill for out-of-state gays" is

17 another basis for the proponents' motion.

18 Because most states and the federal government do  not

19 recognize same-sex marriage, proponents claim Cal ifornia has an

20 interest in only issuing marriage licenses that w ill be

21 recognized in other states.

22 Proponents point to a case in Massachusetts -- a

23 complaint filed by the Attorney General of that s tate --

24 challenging the Defense of Marriage Act, because it forces

25 Massachusetts to categorize its marriage licenses .  Proponents
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 1 do not explain how Proposition 8 furthers this su pposed

 2 interest.

 3 Plaintiffs state, as an initial matter, that this

 4 interest cannot be furthered by Proposition 8, wh ich allowed at

 5 least 18,000 California same-sex marriages to sta nd.

 6 Plaintiffs dispute that California has an interes t in

 7 preventing out-of-state couples from marrying.  P laintiffs

 8 dispute the factual basis for the claimed state i nterest in not

 9 becoming a marriage mill, because marriages do no t have the

10 same negative connotation as divorces.  The state 's interest in

11 not becoming a divorce mill does not lead to a st ate interest

12 in not becoming a marriage mill.

13 Well, this claimed interest, in the Court's view,  is

14 essentially insubstantial, and is not sufficient to warrant as

15 a matter of law that the issue that was raised wi th respect to

16 the legitimate state interest in Proposition 8 ca n be

17 determined as a matter of law.

18 Have plaintiffs raised a genuine issue that

19 Proposition 8 is tainted by animus?  

20 Finally, proponents ask for summary judgment that

21 Proposition 8 was not passed with animus.  First,  proponents

22 claim that because Proposition 8 is supported by legitimate

23 interests, animus is legally irrelevant.  Their a rgument stems

24 not from facts, but from a train of logic.  Becau se

25 Proposition 8 acted with surgical precision -- an d I'm
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 1 quoting -- "with surgical precision to preserve a nd restore the

 2 venerable definition of marriage," Californians w ere not acting

 3 with animus, in the proponents' view.  The result ing effect on

 4 gays and lesbians was "an unavoidable consequence ."

 5 Additionally, finding Proposition 8 was passed wi th

 6 animus would mean that the Court concludes that e veryone who

 7 opposes same sex marriage is a bigot.

 8 That, I think, is reading far too much into any s uch

 9 determination.

10 Proponents' argument rests on the assumption that  the

11 Court accepts that Proposition 8 is supported by legitimate

12 state interests.  Plaintiffs point to evidence of  the

13 disconnect between the Proposition 8 campaign mes sages, and the

14 state interests claimed to argue that whether Pro position 8 was

15 passed with a discriminatory intent remains in di spute.

16 So for those reasons, the proponents' motion for a

17 summary judgment will be denied with respect to  Baker versus

18 Neslon  grounds.  And I don't believe that I can, based on  the

19 present record, make a determination of the appro priate

20 standard of review to apply when the case is ulti mately decided

21 on the merits.

22 Now, with that decision, we have some few

23 case-management matters to discuss.  One of them,  of course, is

24 the motion for stay that has been filed.  And let  me ask

25 Mr. Cooper if you wish to file a reply memorandum .  I think you
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 1 have not done so.  Is that correct?

 2 MR. COOPER:  We have not yet, your Honor, had a

 3 chance to do so.  And, with the Court's permissio n, if the

 4 Court plans to get into any of the substance of t he stay

 5 application, my colleague, Mr. Nielson, is prepar ed to address

 6 it, but we haven't filed a reply paper.

 7 THE COURT:  It might be --

 8 MR. COOPER:  We're content to waive filing a reply.

 9 THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  You're content to?

10 MR. COOPER:  Content to waive filing a reply to the

11 response.

12 THE COURT:  Well, far be it from me to prevent you

13 from waiving a right to file a reply brief.

14 It may be better if we don't address this on the

15 merits this afternoon.

16 MR. COOPER:  Then we would like an opportunity to

17 reply.

18 THE COURT:  All right.  Well, that's fair enough.

19 And I say that in considerable measure because I' m not sure

20 that I'm as familiar with the issues that have be en raised here

21 as I'd like to be before making a determination.  And so any

22 further briefing on the subject would probably be  helpful.

23 And, rather than bring you all out here again to

24 argue this motion, I'd be prepared either to deci de it on the

25 papers or, if I think that further argument would  be helpful,
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 1 perhaps to do that by telephone, so that if we do n't argue the

 2 motion to stay today, and an oral argument would be helpful to

 3 the Court, I'd be happy to set up a conference ca ll.  And we

 4 could all get on the line and proceed that way.  How does that

 5 sound to you, Mr. Olson?

 6 MR. OLSON:   It does --

 7 I would like to make, if I might, just one or two

 8 points briefly in that connection.

 9 THE COURT:  Sure.

10 MR. OLSON:   Deciding it on the papers would be

11 satisfactory.  We would not object to that.  And also a

12 telephone argument would be also satisfactory.

13 I did want to make a couple of points with respec t to

14 that, and this is not in the form of arguing the merits of it

15 so much as to questions of timing.

16 THE COURT:  I've heard that before, Mr. Olson.  "I'm

17 not going to argue the merits."  

18 MR. OLSON:   Well, we'll see if I slip into that.

19 THE COURT:  All right.

20 MR. OLSON:   We received a letter yesterday from the

21 proponents' counsel.  It said, "While a motion fo r a stay is

22 pending, our clients intend not to produce any do cuments

23 subject to their claim of a First Amendment privi lege.  When

24 and if there is no longer a possibility for a sta y from any

25 court, then our clients will produce the document s."
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 1 In other words, the proponents are stating -- I w ill

 2 be willing to stand corrected by Mr. Cooper if I misunderstand

 3 this letter, but they are going to resist product ion of these

 4 documents as long as there is an application for stay pending

 5 before any court.

 6 Therefore, our position is:  we're very anxious t o

 7 have this decided as soon as possible, and we hop e that if you

 8 decide it to reject the stay application, you ord er that the

 9 documents be produced within a very short period of time.

10 We -- I won't go into the merits. 

11 THE COURT:  One question I have -- and in fairness to

12 Mr. Cooper, I should put that on the table right now.  And he

13 may want to address this in his reply memorandum -- excuse me

14 for interrupting -- is a motion to stay appropria te after a

15 petition for a writ of mandate has been filed in the Court of

16 Appeals?

17 I thought you asked the District Court to stay it s

18 Order first, and then you proceed to the Court of  Appeals.  I

19 wonder what the procedural posture is at the Cour t of Appeals.

20 MR. OLSON:   We would have thought so, too, but I

21 guess Mr. Cooper would answer that.

22 Let me just make one point.

23 THE COURT:  All right.

24 MR. OLSON:   The final point I was going to make is

25 that if there is a stay of discovery, which your Honor has
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 1 indicated is appropriate, and your Honor offered a protective

 2 order -- and we'd be happy to talk about a protec tive order,

 3 too.  So that is something that could be done wit h respect to

 4 this, but if there is a stay of the production of  documents,

 5 which your Honor has already decided is appropria te for us --

 6 or appropriate for us to seek.

 7 THE COURT:  Well, of course, I ask you -- your side

 8 to reframe that document request, too.

 9 MR. OLSON:   Yes.  And we're willing to do that.  So

10 far, we have not been able to get -- that's been resisted, but

11 I understand that.  That's a perfectly good point , but if there

12 is a stay that is going to last a long period of time or any

13 substantial period of time, with respect to docum ents or

14 evidence that you have ruled we are entitled to, our clients

15 are entitled to, we would want to reopen the moti on that was

16 considered this summer for a preliminary injuncti on, because

17 your decision with respect to denying that motion  was based

18 upon the premise that there would be a prompt exp editious trial

19 on the merits.

20 Our position is that our clients are suffering

21 constitutional injury.  The State of California h as admitted

22 that.  And they are -- we believe they are entitl ed; that

23 Proposition 8 be stayed so that they will not suf fer every day

24 irreparable and irremediable constitutional injur y.

25 We understand that if there is a trial on January  11,
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 1 then we will be getting the relief that we hope i f the Court

 2 agrees with us; but if there's going to be delays  --

 3 THE COURT:  Well, fair point.

 4 Mr. Cooper.

 5 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, we have from the outset been

 6 sensitive to the plaintiffs' stated desire to mov e this case

 7 expeditiously.  And we have coöperated in every r espect with

 8 that.  We remain sensitive to that concern.

 9 And it was in the light of that that we did seek to

10 notice an appeal of the Court's ruling on the dis covery issue,

11 with all due respect, of course, and to seek also  this Court's

12 stay of that ruling, so that the issue would not be mooted out

13 effectively by the production of the very documen ts at issue

14 before we had had an opportunity to seek review o f the Court's

15 ruling.

16 Obviously, we are -- we are -- we are attempting to

17 do this in the traditional and proper way:  seeki ng the

18 District Court's consideration of a stay of the C ourt's ruling

19 while we seek appellate review.

20 If that isn't forthcoming, if the Court, in its

21 wisdom, decides to deny the stay, then we would a sk the Ninth

22 Circuit to stay the -- stay the ruling, and we'd see what

23 happens.

24 THE COURT:  My clerk told me that you had received a

25 briefing schedule from the Ninth Circuit on this.   Is that
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 1 correct?

 2 MR. MC GILL:   It is.

 3 MS. STEWART:  I think the briefing schedule that the

 4 Ninth Circuit has issued has to do with the appea l from the

 5 intervention.  Is there a briefing schedule?  Mat t's correcting

 6 me.  

 7 MR. MC GILL:   Go ahead.

 8 THE COURT:  What's the story?

 9 MR. MC GILL:   Your Honor, there is a briefing

10 schedule.

11 MR. MC GILL:   My name is Matt McGill.  Gibson, Dunn &

12 Crutcher.

13 THE COURT:  Mr. McGill.

14 MR. MC GILL:   There is a briefing schedule.

15 THE COURT:  On the motion for --

16 MR. MC GILL:   On Mr. Cooper's appeal of your order

17 denying his motion for protective order.

18 THE COURT:  And what is that schedule?  

19 MR. MC GILL:   I believe it calls for the opening

20 briefing to be filed in January.

21 THE COURT:  In January?

22 MR. MC GILL:   That's correct.

23 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, we've made clear --

24 THE COURT:  The Ninth Circuit grinds finely, ever so

25 slowly.
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 1 MR. COOPER:  We have made clear in our notice that we

 2 would seek to move to expedite that appeal.  We w ould seek

 3 expedited treatment of that; and obviously, we wo uld expect

 4 that in these circumstances.

 5 And so our attempt here is in no way to try to de lay

 6 in any unnecessary fashion these proceedings, but  it is to --

 7 to exhaust every opportunity and possibility we h ave for

 8 appropriate judicial review of our claim that our  First

 9 Amendment interests and rights would not be -- wo uld not be

10 preserved if we were required to -- to produce th e documents in

11 question.

12 So we're -- we're happy, of course, with the proc ess

13 that the Court has outlined.  We -- if the Court wants to rule

14 on the papers or call us back together for a tele phonic

15 argument, we'll abide by the Court's wishes, of c ourse.

16 MR. MC GILL:   Your Honor, just to confirm, I am able

17 to confirm for you that the opening brief is due on

18 January 25th.

19 THE COURT:  January 25th?

20 MR. MC GILL:   That's correct.

21 MR. COOPER:  This must have just come down.  I am

22 not --

23 THE COURT:  I wonder if that was just one of their

24 automatic -- one of the automatic orders that the y issue from

25 the motions panel.
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 1 MR. COOPER:  I would suspect that's the case.  It

 2 hasn't gone to a motions panel yet.

 3 I mean, in other words, we haven't sought a stay from

 4 the Court of Appeals until -- until, obviously, w e've heard

 5 from you, your Honor, on that issue.

 6 THE COURT:  You might address that question:  whether

 7 or not that petition for writ of mandamus is appr opriate in the

 8 absence of having applied for a stay from the dis trict court.

 9 MR. COOPER:  Your Honor, the petition is in the

10 alternative.  We believe that the -- there is app ellate

11 jurisdiction over this interlocutory appeal, unde r the

12 collateral order doctrine.  That's our view of th e matter, but

13 certainly it is in the alternative; but yes, we w ill look at

14 that and address it for the court.

15 THE COURT:  All right.

16 MR. COOPER:  Absolutely.

17 THE COURT:  When do you think you could get your

18 reply brief in, Mr. Cooper?

19 MR. COOPER:  Very promptly, your Honor.

20 THE COURT:  Good.

21 MR. COOPER:  How about the day after tomorrow?  Would

22 that be all right?

23 THE COURT:  That's fine.  That's fine.  Absolutely.

24 MR. COOPER:  Yeah.

25 THE COURT:  All right.  I appreciate that.
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 1 And I understand Mr. Olson's point that if this c ase

 2 gets hung up for a long period of time on discove ry issues,

 3 then that does change the equation the Court cons idered at the

 4 outset on the plaintiffs' motion for a preliminar y injunction.

 5 So -- and I think it would be unfortunate, as the

 6 ruling on the motion for summary judgment indicat ed, for this

 7 case to go up in that posture before there has be en a

 8 development of the record.  For whichever side wi ns, I think

 9 you're going to be benefited by a fuller record.  And so I

10 think it would be unfortunate to short-circuit th at process to

11 any material degree.

12 What other issues do we have?  Any?  How about th e

13 other discovery?  How's that going?  Why is it, w hen it comes

14 to discovery, everybody looks to the younger lawy ers?

15 MS. DUSSEAULT:  Good afternoon, your Honor.

16 Chris Dusseault, also of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.   

17 The other discovery on which progress is moving

18 forward is the expert discovery.  We have exchang ed initial

19 expert reports.  We are scheduling as we speak, i n the area of

20 15 expert depositions that will be happening in t he next six

21 weeks or so.  So the expert discovery is moving f orward.

22 I think the fact discovery is really not moving

23 forward based on the Defendant-Intervenors' motio n.

24 THE COURT:  Anyway, to bifurcate or segregate those

25 issues?
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 1 MS. DUSSEAULT:  If --

 2 THE COURT:  If we get hung up on this fact discovery

 3 process?

 4 MS. DUSSEAULT:  It might be something we'd want to

 5 discuss.  We certainly will be moving forward, fu ll speed

 6 ahead, with the experts.  Even though, for exampl e, we don't

 7 have certain documents that some of our experts m ight ideally

 8 hope to consider in reaching their opinions, we a re moving that

 9 forward, full speed ahead.  

10 Whether it would be possible to, in a bifurcated

11 manner, try any issues without a full factual rec ord, I think,

12 is something we'd need to discuss more fully.

13 THE COURT:  Any views on the other side?

14 MR. COOPER:  Just this point, your Honor.  The only

15 hangup in this discovery process that at least I' m aware of is

16 the -- are these disputed; this disputed category  of documents?

17 We've already produced a large volume of document s to the

18 plaintiffs that we haven't disputed in response t o their fact

19 discovery and their document requests.

20 So the only -- the only hangup I know of is this.

21 And, yes, the expert discovery is going forward.  We've

22 exchanged reports, according to the Court's --

23 THE COURT:  Schedule?

24 MR. COOPER:  -- the Court's schedule.  Yes.

25 And it was quite a back-breaking process, but we all
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 1 have done that, and so those depositions go forwa rd I don't see

 2 those as being in any way related or hung up on t his other.

 3 THE COURT:  All right.  What else can anybody offer

 4 for the good of the Order?

 5 Oh, the clerk has reminded me of another matter.

 6 The clerk has reminded me to ask about the motion  to

 7 realign Mr. Cooper.  Do you want to realign the A ttorney

 8 General?  Or maybe "reorient" him would be a bett er way to put

 9 it.

10 MR. COOPER:  It is with no disrespect to our friends.

11 For the Attorney General, we have asked the Court  to realign

12 the Attorney General as a party plaintiff.  Yes, your Honor.

13 And we set forward our bases and the authorities we think

14 support that in our papers.  There has been no re sponse to them

15 as of yet.  The Court's calendar evidently, you k now, when --

16 under the Court's rules, as I understand it, you identify the

17 next available calendar date.  And so that's quit e a ways down

18 the road.  And so there's been no briefing that h as proceeded

19 on this yet.

20 THE COURT:  Well, why don't we set a briefing on

21 this, so we get that issue fully briefed?

22 MR. OLSON:   I was only going to say:  one thing in

23 connection with that is we have brought a lawsuit  against the

24 State of California and against the Attorney Gene ral.  And we

25 believe that the Attorney General, whether he wan ts to concede
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 1 defeat or not, wants to concede that Proposition 8 is

 2 unconstitutional, as he has.  He is and remains a  defendant in

 3 this case against whom a judgment will have to be  entered as a

 4 defendant.

 5 THE COURT:  Well, why don't you file that in very

 6 short order, in the next few days?  And if you su bmit that, and

 7 Mr. Cooper, then, has -- what? -- a week to reply ?

 8 MR. COOPER:  A week would be entirely adequate.

 9 THE COURT:  Then the matter will be submitted, and

10 ruled on on the papers.

11 Yes.  The Attorney General wants to be heard on t his.

12 Now whose side do you want to be on?

13 MS. PACHTER:  Your Honor, the Attorney General will

14 oppose the motion to realign him as plaintiff in this case.

15 And we would like more than a few days to brief t hat

16 opposition.

17 THE COURT:  Okay.  How much do you need?

18 MS. PACHTER:  Today is Wednesday?

19 THE COURT:  Today is Wednesday.

20 MS. PACHTER:  Two weeks from today, your Honor.

21 THE COURT:  All right.  That's fine.

22 MS. PACHTER:  Thank you, your Honor.

23 THE COURT:  And then Mr. Cooper's reply can be a week

24 after?

25 MR. COOPER:  Yes, your Honor.  That would be fine.
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 1 MS. PACHTER:  Thank you, your Honor.

 2 THE COURT:  The clerk will note those precise dates,

 3 but that will be fine.

 4 Anything else?

 5 MR. OLSON:   I don't know of anything, your Honor,

 6 that -- I don't know of any other motions that ar e pending.

 7 MR. COOPER:  Nothing from our side, your Honor.

 8 THE COURT:  All right.

 9 MR. COOPER:  Thank you.

10 THE COURT:  Once again, Counsel, I appreciate your

11 good help.  Thank you, and I look forward to our next

12 get-together.

13 MR. COOPER:  Thank you, your Honor.

14 (At 1:50 p.m. the proceedings were adjourned.)

15 -  -  -  - 

16  

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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